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''It makes me feel good that JMU is such 
a competitive university--/ feel/ike I'm 
getting the best education I can get. The 
curriculum they drive you toward makes 
you such a well-rounded person, and 
prepares you for life after college. " 
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Do vis Do vis Do vis 
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··rm at JMU because 
Uncle Ron 's at JM U. 
He 's the greatest!" 
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''This Is the only school/ wonted 
to go to. The senlng Is beautiful, 
the academics ore challenging 
ond competitive, ond there's o 
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' 'The campus night lights con be 
really breathtaking, especially 
on the quod. With the 
blue stone buildings and all the 
columns lit up, JMU is the very 
epitome of the word 














































































' 'JMU becomes electrified 
ot night. My room looks 
outoverNewmonLoke 
and the sunsets ot night 
ore just Incredible. " Terry 
Rush, Senior 
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''The diversity of the people is JMU's greatest 
asset. Meeting people from so many 
different backgrounds is an education in 
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Sommer To we Peterson 
' 
' 'Everybody here really 
gets along well. I think It's 
the neatest thing that you 
con walk around campus 
and not see anyone you 
know and people still soy hi 









   























































' 'The campus really comes olive in the 
fall with all the different colors -· it 's 
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"When the leaves ore 
off the trees, you toke 
out your snuggly 
clothes and wont to 
curl up by the 
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To we To we 
To we 
' 'Spring Fever was traditional because 
it rained, but I hod o good time 
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·'A lot of fun, a lot of drunken 
people, and a little bit of talent 
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·'The best thing about it is you 
con make it as serious or as 
funny as you wont. " Leslie 
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" /don 't wont to leave J.M.U. , but the 
funds ore running out and it's time to 
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----~~------- Helms Helms 
Helms 
''Graduation seems like such a long 
time away for me, but the time here 





































''The Watermelon Welcome mode me 
feel more a port of J.M.U. It was fun to 
listen to 'Third Wave ' and to meet all the 
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' '/ think the campus is beautiful o t night ... people playing tennis, walking around, sitting on the 
quod. " Jero Killam, Senior 
To we 
31 
 7 is  at ight. .. pe le ploying ten is, walking around, sitting on the 
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Vl/1/foms 
''J' adore Paris! I con ' t wait to 
get home and tell everyone all 
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''London has so many cultural 
things to do, so many different 
types of people. It's really on 



























"It is exciting that the history of London 
extends so for beyond the 200 years 
we hove in the United States. " Vicky 
Bolenger, Senior 
-1 
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·'It's a lot of work just for one 
credit, but it's a lot of fun too. " 
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"I've never seen on organization like 
the marching bond that works so hard 
together, ploys so hard together, and 
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''We (The Rational Herdsmen) 
ore soon going to be on 
institution in America --just like 
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·'Music at l.M. U. is like the Oritish 
rock invasion of the 60's. Never 
hove so many great bonds, so 
many mediocre bonds, and so 
many bogus bonds emerged from 
one place in the history of music. " 





or J. s i e t B tish 





















·'Forming o bond was our lost blast, o 
culmination of four years, o big hoo-ho!" 


























THIRD WAVE DETECTIVES 
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''Our window is great because we 
catch some pretty fantastic sunsets out 
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''/like just sitting in the windows, 
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"The Homeless of J.M.U." 
··please Mr. 
Postman ••• •• 
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~ ~ Roommates·· 
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' 'You don't realize how much 
your parents really do for you, 
or how much you love them 
until you 're away from home. " 
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Helms 
''/ think a really neat thing about 
going to college is that you gain 
your parents' respect through 
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·'Halloween at J. M. U. is like a 
party with The Addams Family. " 
Jenny Mead, Sophomore 
Helms 
otJ. . s o 
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''Homecoming is definitely the highest 
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Helms 
''Homecoming is great! It tokes you 
half on hour to walk across the 
tracks because of oil the old friends 
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''It's great to be able to see movies on campus 
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''Mr. Chips is great for the midnight 
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' 'I watch the Modisonions and they 
look so professional. It's hard to 
believe they ore students at J.M.U. , 
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"We hove on excellent, very well-
rounded program of J.M.U. --everything 
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"When the performance is over, the 
applause makes all the hours of 
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"WMRA offers on escape to 
Harrisonburg radio. I really like 
'Ebony in Perspective ': it reminds 
me of the music bock home. " 
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'' W MRA gives students the 
opportunity to work ot o station with o 
lot of high tech equipment and o 
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''/think it 's great that students get the 
chance to practice on-camera techniques. " 
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' 'I wish they would ploy 
'J.M.U. Today' on Channel :J. 
It's hard to fight for in the TV 
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Solomonson Solomonson Solomonson 
''The Military Doll gave everyone 
the chance to practice military 
etiquette and still hove o lot of 
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''I think the only reason that the 
Phillips Center didn 't open on time 
was because the workers en-
joyed looking ot the college girls 
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·'The pizza line at P. C. Duke 's Grill is the best. It 
tastes a lot like the pizza you buy out. " Chrissy 
Waizecher, Sophomore 
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''Having the Christmas tree on the 
quad lets us celebrate Christmas here 
with our friends as well as at home 
with our families. '' Diane Lynch, 
Senior. 
93 
" ist as tre o the 
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''/love the tree lighting ceremony and 
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"Christmas is fun wherever you ore. We hove 
our own Christmas parties here and even Son to 
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''I think U.P.D. put its money to good 
use this year by having some really 
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''This year our goo/ was to bring 
to J.M. U. o lot of variety and 
also o better quality of speakers 
on o larger scale, such os 
President Ford and Dr. Ruth 
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''The Motels really 
played to the audience. 
They were good crowd· 

























"There 's always something new to 
come from U.P.B. It's exciting/" Mike 
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· 'Deach Week reminded me of home in 
Waikiki where I got leis all the time." Gerry 
Sheaffer, Sophomore 
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''I enjoy every second of working on plays. I 
learn a lot, too: that's what Wampler 
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''My favorite ploy was 'Holy Ghosts' 
because /got to rip, roar, cuss and be loud 
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''I really liked the way they could toke o stuffy 
ploy like 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' and 
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"Without the bus at J.M.U. , we freshmen 
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
Davis 
''When I come bock after the 
summer, there 's nothing like 
seeing the signs at the 
entrance of J.M.U. , Amy Fox, ' "I• n · \ I ·'~~ l \ Junior 
I .-,, [lJ 
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Did you know that ...... Long Field was completed in '73 and was named for a former JMU 
Physical Education professor and coach. ... Mauck stadium was completed in '79 and was named 
for J. Leonard Mauck, a ten year member of JMU's Doard of Visitors .... 1985 was the first yeor of 
operation of the electronic scoreboard at Long Field. . .. the press box ond batting cage are 
permanent fixtures at Long Field .... Mauck stadium has permanent seating for 900 spectators . 
... Godwin Hall is the center of JMU's athletic program .... it was named for former Virginia 
I 
·-
Governor and Mrs. Mills E. 
Godwin, Jr. ond opened 
in 1972. 
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... Godwin 's facilities include: 
o 5, 000 seat gym, on 
Olympic size swimming pool 
with spectator seating for 
800, training rooms, two 
weight rooms, o gymnastics 
practice room, and o practice 
area with on indoor batting 
cage and archery and golf 
range. ...the Convocation 
Center, better known as the 
Convo, has 7,612 seats and 
on indoor jogging track as 
well as the basketball court . 
. . . there ore 2J tennis courts 
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"\V• hov• o n.w d&tonc. 
coodt thll YIIOI ond It Is ttt. 
I«<nd y.ar for our t.od 
coodt. Lost y.ar wos o big 
transition for us but this y.ar 
lhould~ .v., ,.,.,., 
G~eR~,mnkw ~--------~~~~~~~~~~====~=== 
We e e  is a ce 
ach is year a  he 
seco e  hea  
ach e  a a  
i  e  
should be even better. 








Art Boker. Percy Barnett, Orion Deck, 
John Dowser, Bernard Corpellter, 
Greg Dyer, George Fitch. Mike 
Fornode/, James Garlow. Stephen 
Huffman. William Josien, Victor Job, 
Darry Kelley, Cor/ LoDoube. Donny 
Little, Franklin Mooney, Jeffrey Mort, 
William Pistner, Wayne Plympton. 
Michael Rose. Lenny Russell, Martin 
Sachs, Earl Walker 
Judi th Apostol i co , Susanne 
Augustoukos. Teren 8/ock. Katherine 
Colombe//, Koren Groom. Nicole 
Desk ins, Vevette Devonce, Elena 
Eaglin. Patricio Gollt. Ellen Holmes. 
Lourie Johnson, Denise Klugh, Lorna 
Lewis. Nicole Long. Rhonda Mason. 
Patricio Mebane. Kori Nelson. Gino 
Progor. Deborah Satterfield, Patricio 
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"The guys on the team panic before a hard workout and then their eyes bugout!!!" 
~ichael Rose, Junior 
125 
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' 'One of the most important 
things about the lacrosse team 
is the way we work together. 
We 're one big family! It's oreal 
give and toke situation. It's o 
combination of work and fun 
that becomes very rewording. " 
Joy Jones, Sophomore 
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Drigid Doroody, Dione Ouch, Megan 
Cavanaugh, Trish Dewey, Robyn 
Dunn. Lisa Girod, Dione Hofstetter, 
Joy Jones, Lauro Jones, Cheryl 
Kenyon, Susan Kewer, Cathy 
Kushner, Gino Kuto, Sue Reichle, 
Solly Scarborough, Kim Stork, Sharon 
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Rodney Boddie, Rich Oro/ley, Mark Brockel/, Rich Del/oVol/e, Glen 
Deren. Scott Engle, Chris Garber, Jeff Garber, Phil Griffi th, Andy 
Heintzlemon. Steve Kincaid. Bob Lamon. Tim Loyn, Mike Linskey, 
Scott Mackie, Mike Mathews, Eric Metzer, Bobby Mortimer. Willie 
Neal. Corey Nemeth, Mike Parmeter, Dove Pleasants, Glen 
Ramirez. Mike Shealy, Robert Trumbo. Jeff Urban, Kevin White, 
Helms 
"You think you throw o pitch in 
the perfect spot, untouchable, 
but, somehow the batter hits it 
and you get burned. Dut you 
con ' t lose confidence because 
you might be in that situation 
again. You hove to be tough 
physically and mentally. " Chris 
Garber, Senior 
129 
D . D al . a Droc e l. Rich Delia Voile. Glen 
n is o . J  orb . P il Gri fith. Andy 
a in o . Do  o , Tim oyn. ike Linskey. 
o . i at . ic et . Dobby ortimer. Willie 
ol a e ike o . ove Pleosonts. Glen 
i l . ru , J  rba . Kevin White.. 
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''As catcher, I just concentrate 
on where the boll's going to be. 
You hove to be ready for 
everything. I don 't even think 
about it when the batter 
swings. /' m just there with the 
pitcher, working with him. " 
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''Mrs. Horn really emphasizes the team aspect. We 
ore a team, not individuals. It helps in a tournament 
to know that if you do well you ore really helping the 
team. " Brett Gainer, Sophomore 
rs l t re e 
a iduals. It s in  tourna e t 















Dove Darnel/, Bob Davis, Randy Edmondson, Doug 
Fogue, Brett Gainer. Janice Havranek, Cindy Little. 
Libby McConnell, Suzi Miller, Dove Pepin, Steve Sears, 
Martha Sorenson, Tom Wilson, Tim Withers 
ISS 
L 
ll D o s. d ondson, Doug 
a . D f , ovrone , ind Li tle. 
ll ille a e , te e Sears, 










''Arizona State is who we really 
wont to beat. We wont to beat 
everyone but they 're our 
biggest rival. We only shoot 
against them face-to-face once 
o year at the college outdoor 
nationals. We put o lot of 
pressure on ourselves to beat 
them. " Martha Sorenson, Senior 
Helms 
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·'Our season got off to o slow 
start but we eventually began 
to work together os o unit and 
things went well. After losing to 
William and Mary in the 
tournament finals we finished 
2nd in the ECA C. " Rosemary 





Donnie Orosgol, Georgia Deren, Debi 
Griffith, Sandy Heinboch, Erika 
Johnson, Julie Kessler, Michele 
Mazzo, Rosemary McHugh, Suzanne 
Meyer, Chrissie Penos, Chris Scott, 
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Coaching career: 1971-71: Assistant coach at Kearney High School, Kearney, 
N.J. 197:3-74: Athletic director and head coach at Woodbridge High School, 
Bridgeville, N.J. 1975-77: Head coach at Caesar Rodney High School, Camden-
Wyoming, Delaware (State Division I Chomps '75) 1978-80: Assistant coach (defensive 
backfield) at the University of Delaware ('79 Division II Notional Chomps) 1981-84: Head 
coach at Delaware State College-each of his lost two teams were notionally ranked. Dec. 
20, 1984: Named James Madison University 's head football coach. 1985: Compiled o 5-6-0 




n ssista t coa  at earney High School, Kearney, 
t l ire t r hea coach at odbridge High School, 
Dridge ea coac at aesar Rodney High School, Comden- 
arn i ision I ho ps '75) 1976-60: A sistant coach (defensive 
o  ivers ty  ela are ('  Division I National Champs) 1961-64: Head 
lege-eac  of his lost t o tea s were nationa ly ranked. Dec. 
6 s adis niversity's hea  footba l coach. 1965: Compiled a 5-6-0 



















































Marcus Adkrns. Marshall Oornes. Steve Dotes. Scott Ooxter. Corio D1onchrfJI Lamont Oreedlove P.ichre Oresee Dob D1 ce Dov d 
Orooks, AI Drown. Orad Drown. Keith Drown, Lawrence Drown, Mike Durchord. Adam Durhet David Col/eo. Kelly Connon Dob 
Ch1istion. Geo1ge Collins Greg Colvtn, Kenny Dolton, Roy Delph Lance Dory Scott Dusktll. John Drutett Jim Eckenrode Anthony 
Evans Paul Fornodel. Walt F1ye Lawrence Fuhrmann Cor/ton Game T1m Gorllfty Pot Grlbert Ketth Gilliam Tom Gouchenour. 
Kuby Gotdel. Tony Graddy. Eric Green. Arnold Grevtous. Kelvm G11fftn Joe Hob1t, James Hairston. Charles Holey Tom Holikmon. 
Carl Holt. Richard Hall. Steve Homm. Steve Haynes. Dole HefJigtn Joe Henry. Mark Holmes. Ke1th Houck Rob Howard Terry 
Jockovrc. Chris Jacobs. Fronk Jacobs. Mtke Jones Rob Kastl. Darry Kelley Chrts Kepley Dtll Krlllon Don Kobosko Greg Lancaster 
Keith Lowry. Rodney Mann Warren Marshall. Dean McCullough. Alfred McGeachy Jim McHugh. V1ctor McPherson Todd Mikolo· 
jczyk. Gus M1ller. RICk Mtller. Tony Mtller Kenny Mttche/1, Kurt Ohnmocht Dovtd Redmon George Reny. 011on Reznik Rtck Rfce 
Don Robertson, Channing Robinson. Jon Roddy Mark Salisbury Do11o Savarese James Scorfe Drily Sheehan, Julius Sherman 
John Shtpley. Jomte Slusser. Orad Smith, Sonny Smith, Tom Smtth Dill Snoddy. Steve Sobczak. Rodney Stockell, Dovid Street. Troy 
Srrong. Roderick Taylor Emmitt Thomas. Gory Tomlin. Moll Ultono David Wolters. Leon Worts. Doug West, Neal Wilkinson Albert 
Wtllioms. Ltncoln \Vood, Shown Woodson, David Zopotocky 
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Ploying for rhe Dukes will pro- 
bably be rhe lost time I ploy 
organized football. Storting my 
senior year mode the ex- 
perience worthwhile." Rick 
Rice, Senior 
The worst port of rhe season 
was getting injured and having 
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We definitely hod our moments! When everybody 







































































''The seniors /' ve played with 
for four years ore all really 
close. All the players on the 
team work hard together and 
although sometimes things 
don 't always fall our way, we 
give 110% of ourselves every 
game. " Mark Agee, Senior 
D£>nnls 
" It's hard as a freshman to ploy with a lot of people you 've never 
known, but the closeness of our team has mode it really easy. " 
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Mark Agee, Craig Dour. Tony 
Dickson, Rodney Giese. Trevor 
Hershey. More Hinson, )orin Hood. 
Dilly Kingsley. Dilly Leimbach. Kurt 
Leudy, Eric Miller. Jim Miller, John 
Morrison.John Polis. Dob Prochor, 
Fronk Rodics. Andrew Richardson. 
Andres Salinas, Steve Show, Ted 
Stock, Don Stewart. Don Villasenor, 
More Weaver. Steve Werrlein. Don 
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" We never gave up even when 
a win seemed hopeless. We 
were more than a team with 
teammates, we were a family 
with each member making 
sacrifices to bind us as one unit. 
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··We carried o tough schedule this 
year. Traveling tokes o lot of time. We 
once went for five days to ploy in o 
tournament in Berkley, California. " 
Dione Ouch, Sophomore 
Helms 
Lee Ann Dieberboch, Dione Ouch, Joanne 
Corson, Julie Conrad, Kim Crawford, Elo 
Goodman, Ingrid Hekmon, Amy Hicks, Joan 
Josien, Lauro Jones, Tracey Jones, Susan Kewer, 
Jamie Little. Heather Maple, Lisa Milliken, Lauro 
Mistrik, Felice Moody, Andrea Olsen, Tommi 
Peterson, Sue Reichle, Debbie Rigby, Mono 
Ryobik, Paige Smith, Pot Smith, Julie Thomas, 
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''This year both on the field and 
off, it seemed all the players 
had great communication and 
gave a great effort which in 
field hockey defines winners. " 
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' 'In high school you could 
find on easy match but in 
college every match is tough. 
I enjoy playing on the team 
here because of the 
traveling. " Wendy Gross, 
Freshman 





Kelly Bortner, Trish Co/umbel/, Cathy Cox, 
Laurel Dovey, Terri Gaskill, Chris Gillies, 
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' 'This year w e hove a new philosophy. It 
involves working together as a team for 
a common goal, not as individuals. We 
hove a good set-up for practicing and 
everyone's giving 110% mentally as 
well as physically. The whole team has 






Jennifer Creps, Shari Hippeord, Wendy Kern, Janet Motsey, Taro McKenna, Lourie 
Swanson, Lauro Hoover Tyler 
s o  los . It 
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i o ip e  er , Jo t otse . Toro cKenno, Laurie 
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" My mom wouldn 't let me ploy 
baseball, basketball, or football. 
Instead she gave me a tennis 
rocket. She didn 't know what a 
pressure sport I was getting into. " 
Sonny Dearth, Sophomore 
Mizelle 
Cor/ Bell. Lee Bell. 
Robert Bell. Keith 
Ciocco. Jun CHung. 
Sonny Dearth. Scott 
Kelly. Gory Shende/1. 
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Mizelle Mizelle 
·'In the spring season each 
player will push the others to 
ploy better. This is because we 
hove such o close team with 
everyone helping each other 
and the team to progress. " 
Gory Shende/1, Junior 
!57 
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' 'Before each match the captain tells 
the team what to wear. Each member 
then has a 'power suit' for the match. " 





John Derry, John Dishop, Deni Dennis, Kevin Dunn, Kevin Gregory, Drendan 
Kennedy, Tracy Newman, Michael Reese, John Screen, Rob Slavonia, Derek 
Sprague, Drett West 
' s 
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" Cross country tracl~ has a bright future at JMU. Our team is 
made up of mostly underclassmen, including the 
second best freshman on the east 
coast." Oill Walton, Coach 
r f o k o o or . r o  
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Doug Bloor, Scott Dunn, George Fitch, 
Robert Jones, Dovid Me yer, Jeff 
Mo rt, Ri chard Sh e a , Pe t er 
Wei/enmon 
Suzanne Augustoukus, Teren Block, 
Julie Campbell, Beth Co/umbel/, 
Katie Co/umbel/, Patricio Gont, Julie 
George, Ellen Holmes, Lorna Lewis, 
Jamie Logon, Tina Nogurny, Beth 
Pringle, Debbie Satterfie ld, Patti 
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Coaching career: 1971-72: Assistant bashetball coach 6 head baseball coach at 
Fairleigh Dichinson University, Mod/son, HJ. 1972-75: Head bashetboll coach at 
Fairleigh Dickinson-J9~9 record: head baseball coach and director of intmmumls. 
1974-75: Led Fairleigh Dichinson too third ploce finish In the ECAC Division II and Ill 
Centro/ Region Tournament. 1975-85: Assistant basketball coach at JMU. May '85: 
Homed head bashetba/1 coach at JMU/ 
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''There is one good thing to 
soy about this season . .. the 
fans stuck by us the entire 
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Todd Bonks. Thom Brand, Eric Brent. 
Eric Esch. Aobert Griffin. Ken Halleck. 
Anthony /nge, Chad Keller. Geo~ge 
King/and, David Monroe, John 
Newman. Ken Schwanz. Kevin Sut-
ton. Aamsey Yeons 
Helms 
Do v is 
''We learned to stay together 
through the hard times. 
Hopefully that will help us next 
year." John Newman, Junior 
167 
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"The team is really a family. It's great to be that close to people 
year round. I'm looking forward to the next three years here." 


















































Sandy Broughton. Dione Budd. Don-
no Budd. Missy Dudley, Susan Flynn. 
Julie Franken. Aliso Harris. Terri 
Haynes, Jamie Hinton. Floretto 
Jackson, Erin Mahoney, Jennifer Tutt, 
Betsy Witman 
Do vis 
''It is really exciting to be a port of the women 's basketball team. 
Even though I don 't get to ploy much, when I get to ploy I om 
happy to be a port of this notionally ranked team. " Jamie Hinton, 
Freshman 
nt 
o D io Du . o - 
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o  lis arris, Terri 
o inton. lorefto 
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 '  t uc , hen I get to ploy I a  













Glenn Adamec, Robert Blankenship, Jim Duby, Mike Harley, Dove Kinnick, Rob 
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f7B 
1\ , __ ..,. 'The future of the merts o).'Q 
ot JMU 
next yeor. lie 
but with the 
.should be on 
"Th n gymnastics 
program r depends on the 
recruitment a We're losing a 
lot of seniors, people 
we'll hove returning it l  
exciting year." Mike Horley, 
Sophomore 
174 
Kim Boughman, Missy Bovo, Colleen 
Bunu, Donna Byrd, Kelly Conroy, 
Chotlon. Dempsey. Evelyn Edwards. 
SMnl Golc»n, Down Kiss, Lisa 
McGh••· Jtmnlfflt Ptlstotlus. Loum 
Pflt.non, S.th Ploaek, Krlsto Wollin, 
Honey Wltth 
' 'The most difficult thing about 
gymnastics at JMU is keeping 
the team together as a group 
because of the individual nature 
o f the sport. We 're a close 
team in spite of this and do a Jot 
together outside of the gym. " 
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911/llom B1oclrmon. Mlcho•l 
Col/ohon. L•lf Co1son. Paul 
Cavanagh. David Davis, MieN./ 
DM/sch, Btlon DtlnlrwolfiT. Bdon Ellis. 
Aoymond n.ld«. S.v• Flgg. Ml,.s 
Rlnt. ltfldtt»l Gough. Slflv•n Gough. 
Mldtael HW.y. Ellc JohtUOn, Chds 
Keoughon, C..y Lodlolfl. Chtls 
Lutrzykowslrl. SaJtt Motii~UCH", 
Miller, .S.v. Mil,.,, Chd.s MOIW/o, 
Aattdy Patlret, K.,th PotM/Io, John 
Sadler. John Sh•oly. Don Suthetlond. 
Tobias. Btlan Tobin 
''Before a meet we hove 
mental relaxation sessions with 
our assistant coach, John 
Neikerik. \V e go the the purple 
and gold room for about thirty 
minutes and go through a 
whole positive mental attitude 
routine. \Ve did this before our 
meet with UVo. which was a 
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Ra Fielder teve i . iles 
Fli Michae  te e  
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kl co artinson. Brad 
ll . Ste e ler. ri ore Ho. 
R n rk r. eit arrella.  
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"We were a young team, which is sometimes a difficult thing to 
overcome. Dut, we settled down and worked together. It was 
worthwhile because it resulted in a first place finish in the CAA 
championships. " Leslie Norton, Sophomore 
179 
rowe 
Jon Drockmon, Deth Dru baker. Re nee 
Duongiomo. Lisa Cos well, Mondy 
Oine. Andrea Currier. Deckle D'An- 
drea. Jenni Demko. Shelby Green, 
Laura Hawthorne, Holly Johnson, 
Marlene Meyer. Mary Mumber, 
Leslie Norton, Leslie Pike. Kathy 
Sayko. Geti Schultz, Kathleen Walsh, 
Kim Willard 
  
"  r  o  t , ic  is s ti s  iffic lt t i  t  
r . B t,  ttl   o  r  t t r. It a  
rt il   it r lt  i  o first l  finis  i  t   
ns ips.   
IKO 
Liz Breeding, Janice Brooks, Mary 
Anne Cochran, Cathy Crisp, Honey 
Gibson, Jocelyn Hill, Angelo Leffel, 
Dina McC/anchan, Sandy Mohler, 
Christy Parleer, Tonya Vlhltenton 
''The best thing about being on 
the JMU fencing team is the 
value of friendship among the 
team members and the good 
competition in the state. 
Another great thing about the 
team is the fact that we hove 
the potential to be # 1 in the 
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' 7 feel that we were o gooo 
tournament team but we were 
plagued with too many injuries. 
Overall I would soy it was a successful 
















Jon Blauvelt, Edward Bond, Richard 
Bouzokis, Jeff Bowyer, Chris Block. 
John Cheeks, David Clayton. Brett 
Davis, John Durso, George Fiorile. 
Pete Fritts, Tony Gentile. Troy Gor-
don, Don Griffith, Andy Gunning, 
Mike Horrigan, Todd Hazlett, Don 
Johnston, Karl Kronloge, Brion 
Kurlander, David Monize, Tom Moz-
ingo, Edward Poythress, Jeff Rehoin, 
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David Anderson, Angelo Bennen, 
Rich Golphin, T10cy Hopkins, Paul 
Hux, Betsy Kunh, Pot McFeeley, Kim 
Mew, Bob Polkov/a, Eric Sandberg, 
\Von/ Sount:J.ts, Rob Stfltshlc, Jon/ 
Tokone, Allison \Vheeler 
t l ') 
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''The Universal Cheerleoding 
Association championship wos 
exciting for the JMU squad to 
participate in because it is the 
Super Bowl of cheerleoding. It 
wos o reo/ honor since we were 
the only team from Virginia ond 
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Blankenship, AIIIJOII Blown, Beth Clark, Shelll Cohn, Usa Cook, Cathy Green, 
Holland, Jull• Uverls. Undo Mitchell. Mary Mitchell. Cathy Aumsey, Sharon 0. 
Shoton Ste••· Mary CoiOiyn THiJ. Janie» Vllnsteod "The Dukettes helped to 
celebrate Mickey Mouse 's 
birthday in Chevy Chose, 
Maryland for o segment on PM 
Magazine. Another highlight of 
the year was placing 14th out 
of 150 in o competition in 
California. " Sherri Cohn, Senior 
Helms 
18'7 
Jamie Dla e s i . llison Dro n. Deth lark, herri ohn. Lisa Cook. Cathy Green. 
Julie ll . ulie Li r is.  it ll. ry it ell. athy Ru sey. Sharon O. 
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till/tom 6- Mory 
Loyola 
Richmond 
























\Vomen: Eastern Region Champions (35-2) 
Atlontlc Classic Champions 
Ohio State Invitational Champions 
Hew JetSey Outdoor Champions 
Millersville Indoor Champions 
Hew York Indoor Champions 
Pennsylvania Archery Association lndoot Champions 
Men: Eastern Region Champions ( 44-4) 
Atlantic Oosslc Champions 
Hew Jeaey Outdoor Champions 
Millersville Indoor Champions 
Hew York Indoor Champions 
Pennsylvania Archery Association Indoor Champions 
Mixed: Eastern Region Champions (41·2) 
Atlontlc Oossic Champions 
Ohio State Invitational Champions 
Hew Jeaey Outdoor Champions 
Mld-Atlontlc Indoor Champions M 
illetSville Indoor Champions 
Hew York Indoor Champions 
Pennsylvania Archery Assodotlonlndoot Champions 
Total: 120-8 
6•09' Merson UnlNIS/ty Ttl- MHt :lndoi:J 
Pdtaton UniNIS/ty lnvltotlonol Mowtl St. Moly's tl 7:u9 
G•09Ptown W' 75-52 
Mary Jlosltlngton " 101-16 
Hovyf(7~7 
Hovy lnv/tolionol ••no Mom .scw..s•• 
JMU lnvitotiottoJ••no NOm scww•• 
Unlvwslty ol Vltflnlo Tlf-M••t ••no MOm scotw•• 
ltoolu/GMU lnvltotlonol IJdt ol f3 
Hlttony Lion lt.toY$. ,.,n Slo,. ••no .am :ICIINW .. 
PHnlleloY$. Unlvwslty oii'Hnsylvonlo ••no lllom ~· 
Covo/1« TIDCII Ooale U. Vo. ••no 1110m :ICIINW•• 
ECAC Chomp/onlhlps 1.5th ol37 
Longwood Col.,.lnvltotlonol41h ol f2 
ECAC Championships 3trJ ol ~ 
Yale Unlv.alty Invitational Ut ol fO 
Duh Univwslty Invitational Mt o1 f2 
Tor HHIInvltottonal (UHC) f:Jth ol f4 
lnvltotlonol (HC StrB} 7th ol7 
,.ggy Kirk •lllnvltollonol (R= 9th ol U 
Amflro .S.hawlr fill.) :ltd ot• 
(Ohio Sta•) wolff 
PHn lnvltotlonGI2nd til' 
I 
BASEBALL 
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 ti l W6  
Li r  - 9  




ir i i  W9-  
a  W 
a t r li  W  
ast r l   
a t r l  -  
a    
I W  
VCU W -1 
Willi  & r  W -  
Willi & t  W -7 
ir i i W 16  
Rich  W  
Rich  VV5 0 
r   10  
orge Maso    
r e Wa i  W12-  
Rich  W  
ir i i   10  
N -Wli i g t  W  
N Wil i t  
  
NC-W lmlngt  W14-  
r e  7-   
ir i i    
Willi & r  6  
 6   
 W1CU 
a a  W6-  
meri a  W5^ 
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ermont W 164 
  W17-  
e  ate 5-1   
y  W 14-1 
Dela are 1 1   
e le 5-1   
Ne  a shire 1   
a a   
 W 14-  WM 
ate W 16-  
Willia  0 a  10  
 W 11-10  
ic  W14  
Wllllla & a  W 11-10 
afo ette 10-11  
e  10  
i i ia 10 L 






W ; t i  i  0 - ) 
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N  rs r i  
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i   ( -4) 
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WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD 
George a  iversity rl- eet 2  f 0 
rincet  versit  I tl nol unt St. ary 's W 3-4  
eorge   6-  
ar  Washi t  W101-1  
Q W75-5
Na I l tl l "no rea  scores00 
I a nal 00  team scores00 
i er it  f irgi ia rl- eet 00  team cores00 
Drooks/  I i a i al Qth f 10 
N   Relays. Penn tate 00  tea  scores00 
en  Relays  i er it  f Penns a ia 00  team scores" 
a alier rack Classic. . 00  team scores00 
a ions i  5t  f 0  
women: 
  l ege Invitationa  4t  f 1  
  rd f 5 
iversi  i l 1st f 10 
ke er i  l 6th f 1  
a eel I lt l ol N ) 13t  f 1  
Wolfpack I l N tate) t  f  
Peg   Be l Invitatio al Rollins) t  f 14 
zalea Sea k Invitational (UNC-Wl ) 3rd f 6 
Buckeye Invltotlonol i  tate) 3rd of 11 




































Georgetown \V 4·2 
Loyola 1-:J L 
IJHC. Wilmington 0-:J L 
Eost ColO/Ina 1·2L (OT) 
Navy \V2.0 




Eoslflm Mflnnonl,. \V4.0 
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ATBAT AVERAGE BALL STRIKE OUT ' 
To we 
FOOTBALL 
East Tennessee r  WU  
Moreheod or  W3 U 
Liberty 3-   
William 6 Mary 14-31  
Richmond * i ^ i 36  
Lofoyerte 3-   
Appalachian ore   
Davidson W26-0 
Georgia Southern W 1-  
VMI 7-14  
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LONG HELD/ i 






t  W -
 3  
UNO 7)  
a aroli  -    
 W -  
VCU -    
Ri  -  
W  
Ra f r  -   
a tern e nite W -  
eorge  1-7 L 
irgi i  O^
Mg eric  1-   
ir ec  3  
Willia  0  -   
irg i  7  
George Mason WQ-1 
r Wa i  W  
>1 ir i ia ec  W5  
Wes  ir i ia W 7-  
ale Wd-I 
Dr  W 3 
Wake Forest   
eorgia ther  W6-1 
i f  a  -   
Wichita ate   
acks lle 34  
Virginia ech W -  
Old i i  W 5-4 
William 0 ar  4-5 L 
Penn Store W6-1 
Richmond W6-3 
Do vis 
ti  1-7  
 
 L 
e  ate 1-   
VCU W 3-2 (OT) 
American W 5-0 
Ithaca W3  
Radford W 5 1 
Duke   ) 
Old Dominion 1-  L 
Lock Haven W3  
Richmond W 0
William 0 Mary T1-1 (20T) 
California W3-2 
Univ. of the Pacific   
Chico State -3  
Maryland T1-1 (2  
Davis & Elkins 3  
American  1 
Richmond W 1 



















\Villiam 6 Mary 
Kent State, E. Mich. 






Towson State, \Vm. 6 Mary 
Kent State 
Slippery Rock 
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Davis 
VMI M-91 L ODU Invitational 1st of 9 
Aodlotd 71-7:J L Indiana (Po.) Univ. lnv. 4th of 10 
Tow5CM State S:J-57 L GMU Invitational 4th of 13 
Motgan State 7:J.:J9 \V Georgetown 24-33 w ODU 50-57 L William & Mary 27-30 L Baptist 6:J.60 
"' St. John's 57-79 L American **no team scores•• 
lotto 54-57 L Penn State Open 5th of6 
Vo. Tech 65-74 L CAA Championships 3rdof6 
Geolge Mason 57-74 L ECAC Championships 24th of 30 (TIE) Hovy 54-85 L 
American 76-67 \V 
vcu 51-72 L 
Va. Tech 65-7:J L 
'fill/lam 6 Mary 59-58 \V 
Alt:hmond 44-61 L 
UHC-Ifilmlngton 66-8:) L 
East Carolina 48-51 L 
Geotge Mason 59-74 L ShiPP*Mbutg ~4·25 IV 
ODU S:J-59 L 0./owo,. lnv. 6th ol9 
Atnetlcon 66-74 L VMI 
" Hovy 51-6:J 4 1·20 L Hofstra 1~-37 L 
Alchtnond 62-68 L Buc/11,., .S0.15 IV ~/11om 6 Mary »S:J 
"' 
0./owo,. 45-16 
" Lotor•,.. ~2·24 
" VOJ 65-66 L Am•rlcon 16-39 L 
UHC-ffllmlngton 68-79 L G.olg•town ·s· 19-36 L CAA Chomplonshlps 4th of~ fost Carolina 36-7:J 
"' 
ICAAChompJ ~2nd of~ 
Vltglnla 57-71 L 
Uberty 94-48 \V 
vcu 70.56 \V JMU lnv. • ••• 
Aodlotd 7().61 \V \Vest Vo. Open 6th of9 Washington & Lee 7-2 \V Prine. ton 69-46 \V Navy lnv. 14-21 L 
ffalre FOteSt 6().58 
"' 
George Washington 7-2 \V Princeton/ Army I AtnfH/con 62-55 \V Guifford 7-2 \V \Vest Chester 1-2 c;.o,g. Mason 6:J.54 
"' 
vcu ~ \V 
Han-. Dome S:J-51 
"' 
George Mason \V 39-4 Penn State 4-5 L 
Olrlohomo 55-51 L Maryland Open 4th of4 \Vest Virginia 5-4 \V Foldfeld 16-46 
" 
NC State Duals •••• 
£Tennessee 57.:J9 
" 
Shippensburg \V 34-13 Hampton 
1-8 L 
Amerlc:on 80-7:J \V(OT) Vo. I.L. Chomps 3rdof10 Virginia \V 34-15 ODU 65-S:J ff CAA Chomps 3rdof8 
ffllllom 6 Mary 10.44 
" 
Vo. Chomps 1st of 7 
lldltnond 14-61 
" 
VMI \V 28-10 
IMC-ffllmlngton 79-58 
" 
Morgan State 21-22 L 
East Colollna 82-55 
" 
Vo. Tech \V 31-18 
G•e~~~g• MOSM 61-48 
" 
Mil/ersville/ Vo. Tech 1-1 Vo. T«<t 81-59 
" William 6 Mary \V 25-17 IIHC-Otadorr. 6:J.51 \V 
vcv 6().5:J 
" 
American 18-21 L 
'flllllom 6 Mary 1646 
" 
George Washington •••• 
IUchmottd 69.:J9 \V 
fiHC. ffllmlngton 61-55 
" Cotollno 59-6:J \V JMUReloys 1stof4 
Duke \V66-47 
Penn State •••• 
Clarion \V63-50 
Vo. Tech 41-72 L 
American \V 61-46 
Virginia \V 59-54 
JMU Invitational 1stof3 
\V 6 L-VMI/nvltotlonol 5th of17 Naples \V 52-42 
JMU lnvltotlonol 9th of 16 Washington 6 Lee \V63-34 
John Ryan Memorial Tournament 14th of26 Navy 47-66L 
Comp~lllnvltotlonol 5thof22 Richmond \V7~7 
UHC· 911/m/ngton lnvitotionol 5th of10 VCU \V 71-40 
ODU Tournoment 8th of 11 Shippensburg/ Towson 1stof3 
HC State 9/olfpock Tournament 8th of 12 ODU W67-46 CAAChomps 2nd6 
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MEN'S CROSS COUNTR Y 
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WRESTLING 
irgi i  -  
Libe  6 W 
• -  W 
R f r  0-  w
ce  w 
Wok  or s 0- 6 w 
meri a  w 
Ge r e 3-  w 
Notre a  53-  w 
k a a 7  
Pairfi  7  w 
E. Te ness  -3  w 
erica  6 3 W  
 
-53 W 
Wi ia 0  7 -  w 
Richmon  7 7 w 
UNC-Wilmingto 6 w p 
 ar i  6  w 
orge ason 7 6 w 
ech 6  w 
UN Chorl tte 3- 7 w 
u 0- 3 w 
Willia & 7 -  w 
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Gwen Harris, Women's Cross Country 6- Track Dee McDonough. Field Hodr•y & 
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D t , e 's  Country  Trac  HLJ 
, Soccer 
Jock Atbogost. Men's Tennis 
Qtorles Atnold. Men's Swimming 
Btod Babcock. Baseball 
Dick S.snlet, w,.stllng 
Cosey Con.t, ChHrleodetS 6 Dukettes 
han Dolton, Fencing 
Judi F/oht, Women's Swimming 
Scott Gouthlet, Men's Gymnastics 
Gwen Hams. Women's ClOSS Countty 6 Ttock 
Mogotet Hom, Atchety 
Tom Huft Men's Golf' 
Hayes Ktuget, Women '.s Gymnastics 
Mono Moletbo. Women's Tennis 
Dee McDonough, Field Hockey 6 LoctoSSe 
Sheila Moonnon, \Vomen's Basketball 
Moftho O'Donnell, \Vomen's Golf 
Joe Putzyckl. Football 
John ThutSton. Men's Basketball 
Deb Ty.son, Volleyball 
Bob Vondetwotket, Soccet 
Bill Walton. Men '.s Cio.ss Country 6 Ttock 
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l t , e ross  & Track 
Dob Vonderworker  
/ S 
Baseball: Mark Siciliano 
Tom Sheridan 
Men 's Basketball: Lorry Epperly 
Tom McCorry 
DoveDunon 
\Vomen 's Basketball: Andy Morrison 
Koren Tessmer 
Field Hockey 6 Lacrosse: Terry Prodoehl 
Marcie Harris 










\Vomen's Gymnastics: Luke Thornton 
Soccer: Hi no Altomonte 
Men's Swimming: Man McShane 
John Heikerlk 
\Vomen's Swimming: Cathy Tereshko 
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-Joe Purzycki, Football 
Helms 







Ehlers, Athletic Director Dr. 
Leotus Morrison, Director of 
\Vomen 's Athletics 
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Dr. Ronald E. 
Carrier 
PRESIDENT 
BOARD OF VISITORS 
James H. Taylor, Jr.- Rector 
Charles W. Wampler, Jr.- Vice Rector 
William E. Bridgeforth, Jr. 
Kirby l. Cramer 
Pamela K. Fay 
Calvin W. Fowler 
Penelope W. Kyle 
Ellen K. Layman 
H. Daniel O'Donnell, II 
Richard E. Strauss 
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Dr. Harold J. 
McGee 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS 
Dr. Robert L. 
Scott 
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Linwood H. Rose 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
TO THE PRESIDENT 
" ... the professors ore here at J.M.U. because 
they wont to use their professional knowledge 
since there's not that much emphasis on 
research. J.M.U. is not o publish or perish 
institution." Dr. Harold J. McGee, Vice President 




Dr. F. Douglas 
Moore 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
UNIVERSITY 
ADVANCEMENT 
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Dr. Marcia A. Dake 













0. Dean Ehlers 






























Dr. Fay J. Reubush 
DEAN OF ADMISSIONS AND 
RECORDS 
I 
Dr. Donald L. 
McConkey 
DEAN OF SCHOOL OF 
FINE ARTS AND 
COMMUNICATION 
• 
Dr. Julius B. Roberson 
DEAN OF SCHOOL OF 





























Dr. Robert H. 
Shapiro 
DEAN OF COLLEGE OF 
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•: . • 
''J.M.U. 's quality of students is 
better than most schools and 
this is o motivating fodor to the 
faculty. Professors wont the 
work to be challenging enough 
for students. " Dr. Robert E. 
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' 'I would be hard 
pressed to nome 
another primarily 
undergraduate state-
supported school that 
does o beffer job with 
its undergraduate 
programs than J.M.U .• " 
Dr. Cor/ L. Horter, 
Associate Dean of 
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-z ••~...,. --· ~. -•_..a-r 
Dr. Ben M. Bauman 
INFORMATION AND 
DECISION SCIENCES 
r J mes V. Couch 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Or. Ralph L. Benke 
ACCOUNTING 
Dr. Henry C. Bowers, 
Ill 
FlEW AND LABORATORY 
EXPERIENCES 
Or. Charles W. Blair 
ELEMENTARY. EARLY 
CHILDHOOD. AND SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 
Dr. Jerry A. Benson 
HUMAN OEVELOIWENT 
I 
Dr. Donald E. Corbin 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
AND LITERATURES 
Dr. Marilyn Crawford 
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 ECIA  
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O f  
P SIC AND  . 
Dr. Zebrum S. 
Dickerson 
VOCAnONAL EDUCAnON 
Dr. Rex M. Fuller 
COMMUNICAnON ARTS 
Dr. Maynard D. 
Filter 
SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND 
AUDIOLOGY 
• 
Dr. Joseph J. Estock 
MUSIC 
Dr. Michael J. 
Galgano 
HISTORY 
.. ..__ ..... ~--. ---~ ·- ..... _ 
Dr. Benjamin A. Degraff 
CHEMISTRY 




Dr. Robert F. Geary 
ENGLISH 
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' · ... as quality of student body continues to improve, we must 
constantly seek to enhance the programs for all students. Such 
efforts will continue to promote growth of students and 
faculty. '' Dr. Charles \V. Dloir, Elementary /Early 
Childhood/Special Education Deportment Head 
Or. William D. Smith 
EOUCA T/ONAL 
RESOURCES 
Dr. Charles W. Magaw 
MIUTARY SCIENCE 
Dr. Dorothy M. Rowe 
UVIN6 SCIENCES 
Dr. William R. 
Nelson 
POUT/CAL SCIENCE 




Dr. Raymond A. 
Serway 
PHYSICS 
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''Concern for students is important and the school should 
try to hold on to that. J.M.U. has the advantages of a 
Iorge school in diversified prograr11, with advantages of 
small school-concern for the students. " 
Dr. Robert M. Starr 
TELEVISION PRODUCTION 
Or. Stanley L Ulanski 
GEOLOGY AND 
GEOGRAPHY 
Dr. Gilbert S. 
Trelawny 
BIOLOGY 
Dr. Barbara A.D. Swyhart 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
Dr. Howard M. 
Wilhelm 
ECONOMICS 
Dr. Mary Lou Wylie 
SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY. AND 
SOCIAL WORX 
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Glen Allen, VA 
Psvctlology 
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Kenneth Paul Agud 
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VA 
W. Lawrence Athearn 





Healher L Austin 
Virginia Beach, VA 
CommArts 
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I// A .V 
Robert Aromiskis 








Ken 0. Ashlon 






r a . 
Jnda A. Aulher 













Elizabeth Marie Baier 
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Sonja A. Baker 







Vicioria X Bamger 













Virginia Beach. VA 




Holly L. Baskin 














Gregory . Bec e  
Annandale.  
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Jeannine M. Bengermino Angela Sharelle Bennett Carol E. Bennett 
Baltimore, MD Hopewell, VA Virginia Beach, VA 
































Early Child Ed 
Kalherine P. Blake 
Fredericksburg, VA 
Pub Health 
Jamie A. Blankenship Thomas Kirk Blasber David Blount 
Vienna, VA Ocean View, NJ Woodstock. VA 








la A. Bayer 
Aanapolis. MD 
Comm Arts 









Lincoln Park. NJ 
Inter Bus 
Alex Bolin 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Mgml 
Christopher Bonney 
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Cynthia J. Brewinglon 





Bridgelorth Sandy Brillharl 
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San Clemenie. CA 
English 
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Patrick M. Callis 













Lisa M Cadwallader 
Earlysville. VAH 
Early Child Ed 
Lin albeck 




















Buena Vista. VA 
Finance 
Robin S. Capps 







Christopher S. Card 
Williamsburg. VA 
Music Ed 
Andrea D. Carhart 
Berkeley Heights. NJ 
Russian/German 
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Grace B. Cardan 
Richmond. VA 
Speech Path 
S. Tolley Carper 





































Donna M, Chamberlain Cathy Chambers 




























Ann V. Christy 
Columbia. MO 
Inter Bus/French 
Anne M. Chudoba 










Raymond E. Cicale 
Alexandria. VA 
Finance/Mgml 


















Michael V Cocozza 
Annandale. VA 
Marketing 
John A. Colley 
Rockville. MO 
Comp Sci 





Early Child Ed 
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Glen Allen. VA 
Accounting 






Julie K. Conrad 



















Sabrenna Cordell Mane Chris Cordovana M, Steven Cornwell 
Virginia Beach, VA Chesapeake. VA Manassas. VA 
Nursing Speech Path/Audio Comm Arts 
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EDITORS ( rop ro bortom): Chrys Pererson, Jon 
Solomonson, Amy Loser, Mondy Mays, Amy Srock, 
Srephonie Cole, Donna Rosen. 
·'If you stop to think about it, 
the Bluestone is the only 
physico/ remembrance we will 
hove of our college years. 
Through our coverage we hope 
to capture most of these ex-
periencc-s, whether they be 
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PHOTOGRAPHERS (I ro r): Sreven Helms. Amy Turk, Michelle Korrosch, Dee Do vis, Porrick Dennis, Lorry 
Towe, Drew Simmons. 
Dluestone 
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' 'The Bluestone staff has 
become o close knit group. 
The nucleus of the group 
was fortunate enough to 
have worked together last 
year. The relationship car-
ried over to this year. " 
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' 'The best thing about working 
on the Dluestone this year was 
the staff. We o/1 knew each 
other from lost year, so we 
were o/1 great friends, and we 
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FRONT: Kevin Ropp. SECOND ROW (I tor): 
Mike Wilson. Charles Lundy. Tina Deoumont. 
Gwen Fariss. Coy Fultz. Kelly Hanley. THIRD 
ROW: Ke vin McClatchy. Alison Colby, Kyro 
Scorron, Lisa Link. Ming Leong. Mario Osborn. 
FOURTH ROW:Ken Molczok. Rob Washburn. 
Mark Charnock. Mark Miller. Orion Rawdon. 
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EXECUTIVES ( I ro r) : Helen MocNobb. Pres .. Elizoberh Rogers. Secrerory. SECOND ROW: 
Sreven Schwab. Adm. V.P .. Michelle Shaffer. Treos .• Nsimbi Ourhelezi. Leg. V.P. 
- -
FRONT ROW (I ro r): Milie Doherry, Morgorer Ann MocNobb. SECOND 












I t e . , iza t . r tary. : 
t b. , i  r. .. D t l zi, .  
Students at Large 
 t  k t . a a t  . 
: D r sel l  rio  
• 
• 
FRONT RO W (I tor): James O 'Heor. Curri culum ond 
Instruction. Greg Denham. Finance. Greg Gromodo. 
Buildings ond Grounds. Rob Hosmoneh. Internal 
Affairs. SECOND ROW: Kathy Soyho. Student Services 
Jeonerre Strich/ond Communtcotion and Public 
Relations. Leslie Quezoire Chairman Pro-tempo. 
THIRD ROW: Tim othy Conan. Porliom entorion. 
Cynthia Twining. Food Servtce. NOT PICTURED: Christy 
Porher. Legisla tive Act1on Commi ttee. 
' 'Madison 's 5GA is unique in that 
it is strong enough to change 
our lives here. Our Senators ore 
conscientious and intelligent: 
they represent their constituents 
well and serve as effedive 
sounding boards for student con-
cerns. " Kathy 5oyko, 
Sophomore 
SENA T£: Jerold 0/oze. C. Bryon Little. K. Melvin Dryont. Kelly Kirhpotrick. Nancy Campbell, Vanessa Donhs. Leslie Huling. Katie Murphy . Lisa Densenhouer. Chip 
Droodwoy. Greg Usishin. Erih Ellenes. Eric Show. Marlo Duncan. Catherine Doyle. Stacy Tee/. Kathy Soyho Leslie Quezoire. Ann·Morie Johnson. Debbie Lynn. Craig 
Moore. Greg Gromodo. John Munster. Cindy Twining. Darryl Hobbs. Jim Anz1de. Sharon Evans. Deth Holsmon. Dob Houston. Julie Sheehan. Robert Oork. Christy 
Porher. Kerry Armentrout. Gail Doche, Robert Derry. Jim Digger. Tryno Hylton. Jeff Do vis. Dione Fisher. James O 'Heor. Jeff Hoi/or. Rob Hosmoneh. Karl Kelley. 
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E Dl Dr a itt . e  r r. ell  irkp rri . ancy Campbe . Vane sa Banks, Leslie Huling. Katie Murphy Lisa Bensenhouer. Chip 
B a a siski ik lenes ric ario unca . atherine Boyle. Stacy T el. Kothy Soyko. Leslie Quezaire. A n-Marie Johnson. De bie Ly n. Croig 
u r inin orr l obbs. Ji  nzide. Sharon Evans. Beth Holsman. Bob Houston. Julie Sh ehon. Robert Clark. Christy 
k r f t Ba . B J  Bigge . Tryno ylron. Jeff Da is. Diane Fisher. James O Hear Je f Hollar. Rob Hosmonek. Karl Kelley. 







FRONT ROW (I tor): Janie Croige. Michelle Dobbs, Nonci Campbell. Kathleen Domes, Kim Morginot, 
Michael Daniels. Deth Scheller. SECOND ROW: Kay Sampson, Jeannie Lamers, A/yson Pedlow , Pamela 
Dergren, Paige Houston, Dominique Rougeau. Robin A lderman, Phlllip Drooking, Dryon Cullen, Lisa 
Hershey. THIRD ROW: Stefan Doering, Drew Hoos, Charlie Talbott, Thomas Gibbs, Reginald Drown. Timothy 
Small. Kathy Dowers. James Procaccini, Todd Sumser. 
JUNIORS:Ann-Morie Johnson. VP. Carmen Pulley, 
Sec/ Treos, Sam Cucciniello. President. 
FRESHMAN:Amy Gilbert, Sec/Treos, Amy Osso, President. NOT PICTURED: Chris 
Dobb. VP. 
SOPHOMORES:Sheui McGuire. VP, Melanie Knight. 
President. NOT PICTURED: Jenny Foigle. Secj Treos. 
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FRONT ROW (I to r): Leslie Shafer. Doreen 
Thornhill. leon Dender. Dorboro Fogue. 
SECOND RO W: Gory Smallwood. Di r. of 
JMU Annual Fund. Don Moore. Robin 
Whitley , Glendora Weaver. Steve Smith. 
Dir. of Alumni. 
' 'The Student Alumni 
Association works to 
get prospective 
students interested in 
JMU. We get to see 
outside enthusiasm for 
our school. We ore just 
trying to make 
everyone more aware 
of the university. " Kelly 
Emerson, Freshman 
FIRST ROW (I tor) : Pam Krokor. Lauro Mortenson, Katrina Hayes. Sam Roy. Elizabeth Weist. SECOND ROW:Ricky Winging. Eric Hinkle. Pot Donohue. 
Druce Livingstone. Todd Schultz. Steve Smith, Advisor.Ju/ie Darrow. Scott Johnston, Eric Schmidt. Mark Munford, Kelly Emerson. THIRD ROW:John 
Monson. Lisa Oryon t. Sarah Thornton. Doug Gochenour. Glendora Weaver, Secretary. Leslie Shafer, 2nd V.P .• Dorboro Fogue, Treosurer.Doreen Thornhill. 
1st V.P .• Robyn Whitley, Secretory.Jeon Dender, President. Mark Drinkard. FOURTH ROW: Regina Wallace. Michael Daniels. FIFTH ROW: Elaine 
Sampsell. Darlene Thornhill. Susan Yang, Goye Griffin, Karl Kronloge. Deanna Cole. Kim Howard, Patti Versis. Christine Meenan. Dee Wilson. Melissa 
Robinson. Pam He/ems. A lice Kane. Susan McKissick, Elizabeth Tilt. Janice Ebert. Nicky Thompson. Denise George. Robin Hilton. Melanie Goldwog. 
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FRONT ROW (I ro r): Rosie Jones. Chrisfy Porker. Trino Hylton. £ric Danzer. Monique Goro. Jeff Hollar. Chris 
Allshouse. Rob Hosmonek. SECOND ROW: Crystal Toker. Golf Doche. Tim Conan. Joni She/ron. Chairman. David 
Roberrson. Cochair. Gregory Dishop. Treos .• Srocy Summers. Sec .• Sherry Miller. Coord. Commuter Students. THIRD 
ROW: Tim McConville. Kim Morrin, Karl Kelley Lisa Young . Dione Fisher Kerry Armentrout. Dole Potts. Gino 
Taylor. FOURTH ROW: Randy See. Jeff Davis. James 0 Hear. Dob Derry. Chris Phillips. Robert Clark. Peter Leberre. 
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FRONT ROW (I tor): Lauro Duffy, Publicity Chairman, Theresa 
Dalessandro. V.P .• Cheryl Todd. Recording Secretory. SECOND 
ROW: Koren Long. Corresponding Secretory, Virginia Jones. 
President. Julio Dozzorre, Treasurer. THIRD ROW: Mary Downey. 
Jennifer Lontzer, Wendy Mills, Gregory Wilt, Mike Cluff, Amy 
Smith, Down Pl tsenberger. Susan Corter, Decky Jorns. 
''/joined because I hod o psychology class and I'm considering psychology 
as o major. I thought /' d get o good ideo of what psychology is all about by 
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' 'Psi Chi is o notional 
psychology honor socie-
ty. Our goof is to further 
the professionalism in 
psychology os o whole. " 
- Virginia Jones, Senior 
FRONT ROW (I tor): Corio Michael Jones, Secretory. Greg Fulk. Treasurer. Kristi Davidson. President. Jody Proben. 
V.P.(not shown). SECOND ROW: Virginia Jones. Dersy Hayes, Debbie Showalter. Down Estes. Tracy Myers. Julio 
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ment Association is on 
organization for students of 
finance, bonking, and in-
vestments which en-
courages professional 
development and increases 
interaction between 
business executives, facul-
ty, and students. The F MA 
participates in a variety of 
professional, educational, 




FRONT ROW ( I tor): Pamela Smolok. Susie Cottle. Lauro Muller. Orion Allen. SECOND ROW: Matt Chamberlin, Orion 
Logon, Todd Ross. Todd Heorh. Fronk Johnson. Kevin Clayton. Vincent Hinders. John Morrin. Terrence Koerner. Dr. 
Philip Maxwell. THIRD ROW: Richard Joyner. Michael Mostyn. David Roth, Roger Hanson. Mike Ohmsen. Keith 
Kirkpatrick. Jeff Orogon, Curt Clements, Jerry Wright. John Urquhart, Rusty Shepard. Rusty Sykes. Rob Testwuide. 
FOURTH ROW: Holly Carnahan. Dione Frost, Chandra Winfield, Lindo Keepers. Shelley Grandy. Kathy Green. 
Michelle Dobbs, Oeth Settle. Sondra Kinkead, Colette Dunne. Maggie Loughran. Debbie Oorri/Jo, Patrice Popollos. 
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FRONT ROW ( I tor) : Lourie Householder. Treos .. Julie Loechler. 5ecre tory. 
Druce Do vis. Pres .. Cindy McKinney. V.P .• Loufle Demen t. Alumni 
Choumon. 5ECOND RO W: Mary Cummings. Gwynn Dreckenridge. Dono 
Remington. Detsy Doird. Paige Parlow, Lauro Kerrlestrings. Maureen 
Molloy. THIRD ROW: Mark 5rite. Mel Roach. Karin Polo. Todd Krotzer. Erin 
McVerro. Adrian Apodaca. Dee Ryol. John Meston. Orion Dencic. Moniko 
Rice. Joonno Eckman. FOURTH ROW: Elizabeth Dwyer. Eduardo Gombo, 
Koren Lively. Lisa Hamilton. Chris Adriano. Mario Milton. Lindo 5uding. l1m 
Kloiber. Geme O 'Drien. Koren Pi tcher. Moffisso Johnson. Anne Christy. 
5tephonie Powell. 
• 
FRONT ROW (I tor) : 5ue Dovo, Cheryl Emig. Debbie Miller. 5heilo McArtor. 5teve Croige. 5hown Kelly. Phil Holland. 5ECOND ROW: Rich Oro/ley. 
Tom Dlosburg. Jeff Davis. 5uson Russell. Mark Davis. John VonGrinsven. David Jares. Mark Fox. James Me/ron. Kim Aasen. Rob Doxter. THIRD ROW: 
Cindy Asher. Locey Kirs tein, Lauro Dtighton. 5onde Denen. Morita Fegley. Mary 51owinski. Lisa Clark. Vande/la Drown. OFFICEIU: Rosemarie Fox. 
Pres .• Lauro Drightsen. V.P .• lone Evonkow. Treos .• Kim Aasen. Pub .• Lou 5chwortz. Fund Raising. Jim Dower. 5ec .• Dr. Ken Williamson. Advisor. Dr. 
Phil DuDose. Asst. Advisor. 
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Int'l Business Club 
   r  r): a ie s l . reos.. Julie Loechler. Secretory. 
B  c inne . V .. ourie e e . lumni 
ir a . S o yn  Breckenndge Dono 
 B B , g o . our  e rlesfrings. aureen 
. o Srite e! oa . orin P lo. Todd roner. Erin 
ett . o o B . J n esr . Brian Bencic. Moniko 
a a o  lizabet  ye . Eduordo Go ba. 
a  i l . is  ilt . ri  rion . aria ilton. Linda Sudmg. Jim 























   ) S B  i eb ie i ler. Sheila McArfor. Steve Craige. Shown Ke ly. Phil Holland. SECOND ROW: Rich Bra I ley. 
B a f  o S sa us or  a s. J n VonGrinsven. David Jores. Mark Fox. James Melton. Kim Aosen. Rob Baxter. THIRD ROW: 
r a irste . o Brighto . Sande Benen. Marito Fegley. Mory Slo inski. Lisa Clark. Vondello Brown. O FICERS: Rosemorie Fox. 
. o Brights , . ., Jone a . Treos.. Kim ose . Pub.. Lou Schwartz. Fund Raising. Jim Bower Sec., Dr. Ken W lliamson. Advisor. Dr 
 B  
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FRONT ROW (I tor): Tori Stephens. Party King. 
Kimberly Amaro. Robyn Pace. Amy Osso. 
SECOND ROW: Shown Rollins. Mary Shields. 
John Wight. Sondra Godd. John Robinson. Ruth 
Colendine. Kimberly Riley. Anne Chudobo. 
Sondra Harmon. Decky Jorns. Sherri Lincoln. 
SEATED: Gigi Werner. Regina Srrzolkowsko. 
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''IHC tries to make students aware that there is more to dorm life 
than just living on campus. Through the entertainment guide, IHC 
Awareness Week, the Winter Celebration Donee, we try to make 
students more aware of campus activities." Donna Crumpton, Junior 
FRONT RO W (I tor): Drett Chaney, Pres .• Gil/ion Gray. Historian, Eric Dunnavant, Randy Holter. Jock Mosloff. 
Elizabeth Dwyer, Julie Silcox, Jomo Coortney. SECOND ROW: Jon Durr, Theresa Walker, Lisa Cosgtove, Jeff 
Deemon, Mitch Presnick, Eric Deane, Randy Cover, Lauro Jocomet, Joy Campbell. THIRD ROW: Mark Worner, 
Advisor. M ichael Hoffman, Eric Schmidt, Thomas Hayes, Evererr Wiles, Koren VanDerVeer, Shown Ann Clark, Jon 
Offley, Lindo Keepers, Allyson Pedlow, Paige Powell. 
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  r) t rr hon . es.. illian ra . istorian. Eric Dunnovont. Randy Halter. Jock Moslo f. 
liza t  . li  il . a a t . S D R : Jon Durr. Theresa Walker. Lisa Cosgrove. Je f 
ee . t . c eo . an  o e . aura Ja t. Joy Campbe l. THIRD RO : Mark Warner. 
i r. ic l ffma . ric i t. homas ayes. verett Wiles. Karen VonDerV er. Shown A n Clark. Jon 
 l . i a e . llys  l . i e P ll. 
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· 'ODK is the highest honorary 
society on campus. We believe 
each student should aspire to 
be o leader os well os o good 
student. " Katie Allen, Senior 
• 
I 
. f .. 
• 
FRONT ROW (l ro r): Koro Von Hooser, Treos .. Kelly Krivsky. Sec .• Doino Sisk. Pres .. Gil Tuck. V.P .• No rolie Goines. Hisrorlor 
SECOND ROW: Srocey S. Olds. Koren Kelly. Marie Cohill. THIRD RO W: Cindy Sorgenr. Sheri Gravelle. Jonenne Daniels. 
Teresa Oenceric. Debbie Jennings. Marie Cordovono. Janice Havranek. Sonya Srogenoli. Dione Osborne. 
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FRONT ROW (I tor): Kelle Strow, Janie Croige. Lauro Niswander. 
SECOND ROW: Debi Griffith, Katie A llen. 
FRONT RO\V (I tor): Natalie Goines. Treos .• Morita Fegley, Pres .• Lauro Niswander. Historian. SECOND RO\V: Mindy 
Whitesel. Vicki Dolosomo, Katie A llen, Donna Do/los. Becky Jorns. Kel/e Strow. Melissa Dennis, Lauro Hobgood. 
THIRD ROW: Holly Seidelmonn. Vfrginfo Jones, Dorboro Muller. Bryon Simpson. Chris Cord. Michelle Crotteau, John 
Lozos. NOT PICTURED: Taro Riley, leonine Bengermino. Margo \Veils. Connie Houck, Rose Fox. Kirk Godbey. 
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 W  t  r): t li  ai . reos.. ori to Fegley. Pres.. Laura Niswonder. Historian. SECOND ROW: Mindy 
hit l i  . a ie lle . onna a las. ecky Jorns, Kelle Stra . Meli sa Dennis. Laura Hobg od. 
I  : ll  i l a . irginia J . Barbara uller. Bryan Simpson. Chris Card. Michelle Crotteou. John 
a a .  I : a  ile . Jeo ine e in . orgo Wells. Co nie Hauck. Rose Fox. Kirk Godbey. 












''CCM helps to improve the image of the school. 
After CCM members attend such places as Lin-
ville State Prison and the Nursing Home, Harrison-
burg sees another side of the student body. " 







































" r i a e  t e sc l. 
t Ai  laces as Lin- 
or s  ursing o e, arriso - 
t   ody." 
a l  
' 'A Family of Belie vers 
* 
• 
FRONT ROW (leh to right): Sarah Hill, co-vice president, Holly lrland. President. Lauro Duffy, Secretory / Treasurer. SECOND 
ROW:Jonice Bobb. Jim Killion. Bible Study Coordinator, Undo Ryder, Mory Ann Lundy. Dob Kie/, Karrino Osterhoudt. NOT 
PICTURED: April Wells. Kelly Kirkpatrick. Phillip Poorcher. 
FRONT ROW (leh to right): An/to Katz. vice-president, Leslie Liss, president, 
Brigitta Wagman, secretory. SECOND ROW: Mike Wool. Michael Hoffman, Alan 
Neckowitz, Janice Ebert, Jim Katzman. NOT PICTURED: Cheryl Fridkin, Andy 
Weiner. 
''Hillel is a Jewish Youth 
group open to everyone 
to see and to share and 
understand our religion 
and it is also open to be a 
resource for the Jewish 
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a  D Drion ogo . le  ugui . ichael Romboch. 
• • 
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FRONT ROW (I tor): Janice Dobb. V.P .. Gil/ion Gray. Dre11 Chaney. Amy Porter. Jennifer Sutton. Dorci 
Dossmon. C. C. Rep. SECOND ROW: John Schneider. Campus M inisrer.Aion McConnell. Pres .• Renee Haynes. 
James Drown. Lourie Warrick. MichoeiSrenntck. Ron Fulcher. THIRD ROW: Mark W1/son. loner Cope. V.P. 
Tom Durkholeer. Sharon Connor. Sherri McGuul. Sec .. Lee Zehmer. CCC Rep .. Amy Smith, Marie 
Codwol/oder. Holly Dorber. Todd Krotzer. 
''/enjoy being with Christians 
of the some denomination. 
We 're o close group -we 
work together and hove fun 
together. We 're here os o 
support group for JMU. " Janet 
Cope, Junior 
• 
FRONT ROW: (I tor): Ken German. Madelaine German. Lynne German. Robyn Pace. SECOND ROW: Stacey Shiffleff. Sharon Dietrich. 
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   t  r):  .  .. illian ra . Drerr Chane . Amy Porter Jennifer Sutton Dorci 
ss a . . . .  :  neider a pus inister Alan McConnell. Pres..Ren e Hoynes 
a ichael Srenm . on Pulcher. THIRD R . Mark Wilson. Janet Cope. V.P.. 
 l r.  . i c irl. Sec.. Lee Zeh e . CCC Rep.. Amy Smith. Mane 
l a o  ron . 








 e adelei e er a . Lynne Ger an. Robyn Pace. SECOND RO : Stocey Shi file tt. Sharon Dietrich 


















FRONT ROW (I tor): Orig itto Wogmon, Bill McMahon, Pre-side-nt, Michae-l Sie-ge-/, V.P., Susan Orr, Se-cretory, 
Chris Hoppe-r, Tre-asure-r. Peggy O 'Horo, Publicity Chairman, Ami ro Patel. SECOND ROW: Brig id Baroody, J. 
Scott Whi te>, Holly Barber. Re-nee De-cke-r. Troy A. Chandler, De-nise> Burrows, Ve-ro Tonroco. THIRD ROW: 
Paulo Ge-nrry, Sandy Penney, Sophia Zlotkov, Borboro Sayre-, Je-nnifer Stafford, Amy Renk. Lisa Bornord, 
Cindy Oobb. 
JUt . ........... • 
FIRST ROW (I tor): Stacy Fo/boum, Nino Devi to, Kelle Strow, Beth Rogers, Dove Kinnick, Robyn Doster, Lisa FO$S, 
Dill £vans. Sherrill Groy, Koren Kelly, Advisor, Moe Frontz. SECOND ROW:Deboroh Duggan. Mochelle Duprey, 
Lauro Niswande-r, Don Bobiy, Locey Kirste-in, Ange-lo Boye-r . 
«5 
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''DPMA was organized to supply in-
formation pertaining to the latest 
technological and managerial 
techniques to its members. " Lorna 
Siron, Senior 
MEMDERS:Lorno Siron, Mike Pock. Mary Kelly Doyle, Ann Sixeos, Solly Steigler, Dove Adams, Collen Hess, Leslie Simmons. Liz Vaughn, Julio Smith. Kevin Corter, 
Adrienne Harrison. Mike Liles, Dow n Lotts, Jeff Hollingsworth, Roger Hormen, Jeff Durke, Kelly Brooks, Judy Pender. Becky Throves. Tim Neorhos, Donna 
Chamberlain, John Durkin. Rob€-rt Helms. Rob Flowers. Dill Scarff. Robert Wenger, Jeff Paige, Gory Hillenbrand, Don Griffith, Stephanie Armendois, Tess Wanner, 
Mark Stein w andel, Wayne Morris, Jeff Mcintyre. l eon Bender. Darlene Thornhill, Doreen Thornhill, Darry Brooch, Michael Heavner. Dove Hargrove, Richard Corson, 
Susan Monos, loner Neumann. Lisa Longho/, Drod Droutigon, Korheryn Dow ers, loner Coleman, Susan Young, John Robins. Beth Thomas, Holly Eisenhower, Colleen 
Lovelace, Scott Wilson. Robert Wilson, Lynn Flowers, Susan Page, Sheila Noone, Claire Costello, M arty Dlond, Ke nneth Hill, Lindo Miller. Michele Hudnall. Caron 
Greer, Cindy Brewington, Terri Drow, Steve Roethe, Dono Wotodo, Debbie Leary, Nora Solon, Koren Dunnigan. Karla Gutshall, Carol Hammer, Jeannie Lamers, 
Nancy Moro n, Rob Lucca, Mike Statzer, Dill Ryan, Tina Behnke, Sondra Wiles, Lindo Ryan. Corio Soia, Karl Kelle y, Chris Ph illips, De bbie German, Lendy Perkins. 
Koren Lensler, Kimberly Nordberg, Mory Hardman, Amy Do/lord, Vondo McCrae. Wando Beoners. Semone Lawrence, Lorrie Penn. Maureen Mookler, Anthony Loll. 
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FRONT ROW (I ro r): Lauro 
Dowling. Becky Crow. Koren 
McDonald. Kristina Hoffmann. 
leonine Wise. SECOND ROW: 
Kathleen Kelly. Sheila Brody. 
Telfi Dofforff. Mi tzi Crabbe. 
Chung Hee Choi, Pam McCraw, 
Sec .. Susan Kubic. Prod. Mgr .. 
Julie Ryder. Libr .. Marie Davis. 
Janet Doxter. Amy Kee ver. 
Lauro Decker. Mary Kay Holfon. 
Susan Wampler, Pres. THIRD 
ROW: Coleffe Hoy. Teri Jenkins. 
V.P. Paige Pearce. Sarah 
Trezono. Treas .• Dione 
Shanholtz, Emily Shorn. 
Kathleen Watkins. Mary Ruff, 
Lisa Pennington. Wendy Ann 
Dunkle. Holly Carnahan. Hanna 
Yu. Koren Adams, Shelley 
Richards. Kim Carpenter. Dione 
Osborne. 
FRONT ROW (I tor) : Jim 
Riffenhouse, Pres .• Sam 
Marshall. Don Burgess. Carlos 
Oor/1/o. Johnson Scott. SECOND 
ROW: Coleen Clark. Paige 
Pearce, Diane Osborne. Susan 
Wampler. Shelfyn Meyer. Lisa 
Richardson. THIRD ROW: 
Kathleen Watkins. Beverly 
Molfis, Sec .. Devoroh Pitzer. 
Wendy Ann Dunkle. Brons Moe 
Connnochie, Donnie Mullins. 
Julie Ryder, M itzi Crabbe. Lisa 
Persson. Kori Skipper. Kimberly 
Steele. Llbr. FOURTH ROW: 
Mark Wl/so. A/on McConnell. 
Treos .• David Harmon. Glenn 
Cockrell. Toby Callender, Mark 
Heimbigner. Orion 
Hollingsworth, David Arnold, 
V.P .• Orad Lebakken, Tom 
Tutwiler. Ed Kilgour. FIFTH 
ROW: Jennifer Henderson. 
Stephen Paynter, loon Bryant. 
Eric Wolters. leonine Wise. Paul 
Edsons. Stacey Smi th, Kevin 
Lomners. Patti Keys. Jeff 
Robinson. Heather Honderson. 
Paul Roughton. Lauro Dowling. 
Stephen Hale. Susan Kubic. Jack 
Spencer. NOT PICTURED: Eric 
Bowman, CeCe Oreyoult. Deck/ 
Fesperman. Mary Guinn. Sue 
Grogan. John Hopper. M ichael 
Hunston. Joseph Painter. John 
Petrillo, Monico Roesch. Groce 
Rishell, Kathy Scho/1/ochter, 
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FR.OHT R.OW (I tor): Troy Strong. Chester R.onsom. Jr .• R.obert )orion. William Shelton. Ronald Mountain, Chad He/son. 
SECOND ROW: Kenneth Allen. Valerie Miller. Chop .• Patricio Mebane. Pres .• Jeonette Darden. Rec. Sec .. Mimi Giles, 
Treos., Conchita Austin. Fe/ecio Drown. Delores Row/etre. THIRD ROW: Lisa Johnson, Honey Drye, Lytrece Claude. Eugenio 
Abraham, Ton yo King. Michown M cLenore, Monico Beamer, David Forbes, Juno Mackey, Marie Do vis, Lo Sonia Toy/or. 
Lotongo Holmes, Margo Wells, Michele Lewis, Derito Ratcliffe. FOURTH ROW: Cynthia Shepherd, Crystal Rondo//. Cynthia 
Korn. Sheila Fletcher, M ylo Miller, Wando Cobbs, Bridgett Lambert, Liso Connon. FIFTH ROW: Deborah Walker. M. Renee 
Grohom, Charnel/ Roberts, Orion Griffith, Hothoniel Thomas. Alecio Pozont, Angelo Sylvos, Elena Eaglin, Vondo Sparks, 
Angelo Archer. Revo Rush, Somontho Gravely, Marion Hoi/. HOT PICTURED: Wando Coleman, James Coleman. Denise 
King. Felicia Milton, Don Robertson, Reginald Brown, Detty Smith. Paige Patterson, Amondo Ooffetr, Hotolie Wright, 
Dietrich Nelson, Wando Bailey. David Odom. Morvetre Woffen, Schown Penn, Tracy Oronch. Delfino Mason, Elaine 
Scronege, Stacy Chopmon, Alverno Penn, Sylvia Oyrd, M ichelle McLemore, Tonzo Johnson, Joon Johnson. Koren Hairston. 
Iris Walker. 
''We ore a group of col-
lege students striving to 
spread the Gospel 
through song. We per-
form concerts and also 
perform in local churches. 
We try to provide 
spiritual uplift through 
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N    t  r : r  t . hest  anso . Jr., R rt Jorion. William Shelron. Ronald Mountain, Chad Nelson. 
l alerie i le . h ., Patricia ebane. Pres.Jeone te Dorden. Rec. Sec., Mi mi Giles. 
t . a l i  ro n. elores o lette. THIRD R : Lisa Johnson. Nancy Drye. Lytrece Claude. Eugenia 
. on a in ic c en r . onica Deo er, avid Forbes. Juno Mockey. Marie Davis. La Sonia Taylor. 
r . o e . ichele e is. erito Rarcli fe. FOURTH RO : Cynthia Shepherd. Crystal Randall. Cynthia 
.  la i le . anda obbs. Dridgert Lambert. Lisa Ca non. FIFTH RO : Deborah Walker. M. Ren e 
a a . o l . Brian fit . Nathaniel Thomas. lecia Pazont. Angela Sylvos. Elena Eoglin. Vondo Sparks. 
a . a r . orion Hall. NOT PICTURED: Wanda Colemon. James Colemon. Denise 
t . a  ts . eginal  Drown. erty S ith. Paige Pa terson. Amanda Barrett. Natalie Wright. 
ie . a a a le . a i  orvette arren. Scho n Penn. Tracy Branch. Dettino Mason. Elaine 






''UPD is one organization that en-
compasses the entire student 
body by organizing and sponsor-
ing most of the social activities on 
campus. '' Sandy Shoaf, Senior 
FRONT ROW (I ro r): John Puzzullo. M/Jce Kesder. Jon Romeo, Som Gilson. SECOND ROW: Joyce 
Goldberg, Todd Miller. Amy Cobb, Scorr Drown, Melanie MacDonald. THIRD ROW: Lindo Hock, Sarah 
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FRONT ROW (Ito r): Alan McConnell. G. Grayson Wagstaff. V.P., Orion Sochlis. Pres .. Joseph Pointer. Treos .• 
G. Andrew Moyer. SECOND ROW: Jeff Tonner. David Heim, Steve Dyers. Eric Dunn, Paul Transue. Jon 
Solomonson. James Criswell. Alan Field. Rodney Overstreet, Sammy Marshall. Leroy Orie. 
• 
''Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonio is the 
Notional Professional Fraternity 
of Men in Music. The Gamma 
Alpha Chapter is comprised of 
music majors in numerous con-
centrations, as well as in-
dividuals of other majors. The 
chapter encourages and pro-
motes the highest standards of 
creativity, performance, educa-
tion, and research in music in 
America. " Orion Sochlis, Senior 
FRONT ROW (Ito r): Sharon Steele, Michael Gwin, Koren Gilson. Cheryl Edley. Mollhew Comer, Amy Zanger, Fronk Higgins. 
Leslie Liss. Mark Neal. Andrea Krontz. Stephen Hargreaves. Julie Green, David Lone. Michael Zuckerman, Troy McLoughlin. 
SECOND ROW: Lynn Duffy, Tyno Andrews, Julie Koledo. Jennifer Jones. Sherri Clements. Debbie Mauldin, Melanie Whiff. 
Angelique Lockhart, Erin Mcllmoyle, Joann Arbogast. Michelle Neely. Wendi Wagner. Dr. Eorlynn Miller. Janet Sponheim. THIRD 
ROW: Wendy Stevr:ns. Chris Miracle. Cecilia Gershenson. Mario Rumrill, Mario Sorongon. Julie Liveris. Judy Dauer. Kathy 
Pearson. Kathy Williams. Juliano Davis, Gloria D'Ambrisi. Koren Comerford. Kris Smith, Patricio Lam. Stacey Miller. Lee Richmond. 
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  t l c . 6 ra  son ogs o . V.P.. Drion Sochlis. Pres.. Joseph Pointer. Treos.. 
.  on . a id Hei . Steve Dyers. Eric Dunn. Poul Tronsue. Jon 
o . lo  ie . o verstreet. So y Morsho l. Leroy Orie. 
JM U Dance Theater 
c n 
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 t . ichael i . oren ilson. Cheryl Edley. Matthew Comer. Amy longer. Frank Hi gins. 
s ol n re ro tephe  argreoves. Julie Green. David Lone. Michael Zuckermon. Troy McLaughlin. 
. . J ie oleda. J ifer Jones. Sherri Clements. De bie Mouldin. Melonie Whirr. 
on. i c l o le. J o  rbo o f. iche le Neel . Wendi Wagner. Dr. Early n Miller. Janet Sponheim. THIRD 
e e s iracl . e lia ershe s . aria Ru ri l. Mario Sorongon. Julie Liveris. Judy Douer. Karhy 




FRONT ROW ( I tor): Jenn ifer Smoot, David McCune, Lisa Bentivegna. SECOND ROW: Allison Woodall. Social Chairman, Debbie 
Decker, President. Lauro Tyler. Publici ty Chairman. Non Martino. Treos. THIRD ROW: Wendy Kern, Kendall Toto, Sandy Sawyer. 
Jennifer Creps. Julie Diller. FOURTH ROW: Lisa Blackburn, Sheila McArtor. Tom King. Tommy Robertson. Richard Swan, Tim Brown, 
Lourie Swanson. Glen Eastridge. 
FIRST ROW (I to r):Liso Alexander. Lisa 
Olson. SECOND ROW:Suson Spitz. Nancy 
Welch . THIRD ROW:Scott Miller, Kevin 
McClatchy. Kim Surber. Teresa Edwards, 
Patsy Walsh . NOT PICTURED: John Rose, 
Anne Gervinski. Christian Storr. Margaret 
Walsh, Christiond Williams. Tim Knicely. 
Jim Arbaugh. Steve Brock, Robert Riggs, 
Lisa Giambalvo, Pamela Paris. 
Phi Epsilon Koppo 
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''Phi Epsilon Kappa is o physical education fraternity. The highlight of 
our year is attending the V APHERD (Virginia Alliance of Physico/ 
Education Recreation and Donee) Conference. We meet other peo-
ple in our career field, attend seminars, and hove o lot of fun!" 
Allison W oodo/1, Senior 
FRONT ROW (I tor): Michael Lindsay. C.S€>c .• Scon Harrison. Treos .• Corio Tipton, R.Sec. Bryon Simpson. Pres .. John 
Finocchiaro. V.P .. John Speer. Hist .. Michael Zerbe. Pori. SECOND ROW: Roy Lynch. Kathleen O 'Connor. Corolynne 
Strand, Marlene Lyons, Lindo Ryder. Tracey Glavin. Beverly Larison. James Richmond. Mary Breeding. THIRD 
ROW: David Webb. Lenora Jons, Koren McDonald. Todd Brungard, James Word, Amy Howe. Steven Wolf. Druce 
Jones, Richard Joyner. 
• 
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   f : icha l inds . e ., S ff a rison, Treas.. Carlo Tipron. R.Sec. Dryon Simpson. Pres.. John 
fi o  . t ist . ichae  erbe. Pa !. SECO D RO : Roy Lynch. Kathl en O Co nor. Coroly ne 
t . o le  . inda . Trace  lavin. everly Larison, Ja es Richmond. Mary Br eding. THIRD 
 , o . are  c ona . odd rungar . Ja es Ward. Amy Howe. Steven Wolf. Bruce 


















FRONT RO\V (I tor): Donna Homberg. Treos .. Kathy Green, Tutorial, Marlo 
Osborn. Pres .• Dione Zoz.zo/1, Sec .• Deborah Jennings. Membership. SECOND 
RO\V: Julie Sanches. Tommy \Voyne. Katie Allen. Rick Taylor. Koren Rolfes. 
Robin Hilton. Elissa Cooper. THIRD RO\V: Melissa Robinson. Mary Downey. 
Colf;•en Kelly. Natalie Grimes. Kathleen Fields; NOT P/GURED: Rebecca Jorns • 
V.P .• Cindy Gallimore. Pub. 
W    o rn e , o , f rlol o  
m, , a li, ,  i , i .
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FRONT RO\V (I tor): Jeff Harper, Bryon Snow, Dob 
Ferrer, Michael Shea, J.D. Kuhn. Lucian Schwartz. 
Mark Volvo. SECOND RO\V: Elaine Outler, John 
Durkin, Jackie Leshko, Lauro Morgan, Mary May, 
Jim Gionelos, Michael Schoppin. THIRD RO\V: 
Patrick Holly, Claire Rooney, Scort Lovejoy, Tracy 
Clayton, Tom Conway, Chancellor, Lisa Guthrie, 
V.P., Beth Krebs. V.P .• Doug LaRosa. Treos .. Lynn 
Faulkner, Susan Halligan, Don Lopuch, Tina 
Sohnow, Tim Custer, Mory Hardman. FOURTH 
RO\V: Holly Eisenhour, Cindy Gallimore, Valerie 
Holmes, Seth Kerekes, Lisa Baucom. Glenn Travis, 
Porti Rossberg, Be/indo Benton, Dorcus Cook, 
Hollie Ivins, Tricio Rizzo, Bob Bostek . 
• 
' 'We ore o group that brings together the 
business majors of the school. What in-
terested me was that I was able to meet dif-
ferent people in different business-related 
fields. " Amy Bollard, Senior 
FRONT RO\V (I to r): Brent Eberly, Ann Groves, Reporter and Store V.P., Lubeth Minnick, Treos., Amy Bollard. Pres., Meg Johnston, V.P., Ann 
De/coco, Stephen Geiger. SECOND RO \V: Lisa Tobb, Mary Correll, Annette Colucio, Mary \Vil/ioms, Lindo McOsker, David Olds, Vickie Dean. 
Programming Chairman, Juanita Walton, Terri Brow, Jennifer Bollard, Chapter Promotions Chairman, Jennifer Schindeler, Patricio Falls, Carol 
Hammer, Ann Lyle, Mary Kay Hilling, Missy Strousburg. THIRD RO\V: Greg Hunan, Stewart Ponerson, Joe Moyer, Mork Srire, Rob Flowers, 
Mike Kessler, Mark Norton, Bill Scarff. 
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 W   Dre . n ra . e rter a  State V.P., Lubeth Minnick. Treas.. Amy Dallard. Pres.. Meg Johnston. V.P.. A n 
l . t C W: isa ob . ary Corre . nne te Colucio. Mory Williams. Linda McOsker. David Olds. Vickie Dean. 
ra . a t . erri Dro . Jennifer Da lard. Chapter Promotions Chairman. Jennifer Schindeler. Patricia Falls. Carol 
a r. . a llin . iss  traus rg. THIRD R W: Greg Hurton. Stewart Patterson. Joe Moyer. Mark S ite. Rob Flowers. 
l r. t . Dill o f. 
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FRONT ROW (I to 1): Julie Buhite, T1eas., Kathy Robeltson. 1st V.P .• Lau1a Goodwin. P1es .• Beth Kitchin, 
SeCietary/ Histolian. SECOND ROW: Susie Johnson. Michelle Gaston. Sha1on Cook. Sandy Shoot. 
FRONT ROW (I tor): 81ad Shaevel. V.P., Stefan Doe1ing. P1es .• Jon Bu11, Sec1eta1y, Kevin Clayton. T1eas. 
SECOND ROW: Douglas Williams. Paul Luetkemeye1, Beve1ley Abbitt. Joe Klena. 81/an Lenskold. 
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''Phi Omicron Tau is an Honor Society consisting of living science ma-
jors with a junior or senior status. Some topics of monthly meetings 
have been 'Changes in the Family' and 'Changes in Job Oppor-
tunities '. ' ' Laura Goodwin, Senior 
FRONT ROW (I tor): Kathy Gamber, Cheryl Vaeth, Valerie McC/onohon. Candace Jones. Deanna Word. SECOND 
ROW: Tolley Carper. Beverley Abbln. Chris Allshouse, V.P .• Jeff Gillikin, Pres .• Susan 8os to, Historian, J. Winstead, 
Advisor, £/wood Fisher. THIRD ROW: Michael Siegel, Terri Bottorff. Annene Ludwig, Liz Breeding. Publicity 
Chairman, J. Scon White, Treos., Cynthia Schroer, Secretory. Barbaro Muller. Jeff Hollar. FOURTH ROW: Amy Turner, 
Lourie Ahrens. Sondra Harmon. Dione Sullenberger. Joe Kleho. Bryon Douche/ion, More Rinaldi, Eleanor Geller. 
John Lewis. 
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  (I t  r): f  o r. er l oer . alerie cClonohon, Con dace Jones. Deo no Word. SECOND 
: Tolley arper. Deverley bbitt. hris llshouse. V.P., Jeff Gillikin. Pres.. Susan Basra. Historian. J. Winstead. 
i r. E!  i . I  : ichael ieg l. Terri Bottorff. A nette Lud ig. Liz Br eding. Publicity 
air a . J. c tt hite. reos.. nt ia Sc r er. Se r tar . Barbara Mullet. Jeff Hollar. FOURTH ROW: Amy Turner. 
a i  . a  . iane lle . Joe Kleha. Bryan Bouchelion. Marc Rinoldi. Eleanor Geller. 
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''AERho is o liosionship be-
tween student broadcasters 
and professional brood-
casters. This connection to 
the industry allows students 
to keep up with the 
changes and ad-
vancements within the in-
dustry as they ore learning 





FRONT ROW (Ito r): Darryl Winslow. Ken White, David Moskowitz, Glen Loon, Brad Hiebert, Doug Binder. Darren 
Jones, Carol Novotny. SECOND ROW: John Woody. Advisor. Steve Strout. V.P .• Rodger Smith. A lumni-Professional 
Coordinator. Koren Simmons, Pres .• Donna Hopkins. Treos .• Ken Agud. V.P .. Dr. David Holdridge. Advlsot. THIRD 
ROW: Michael Sullivan. Kim Martin, Dennis Morgan. Steve James. Jennifer Wakefield. Steve Meacham. Chrys 
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FRONT RO\V (I tor): Beth Boler. Lisa Llndoe. Theresa Ferraro. Kathy M iner. Kathy Bloke. Lisa Rogers. 
SECOND RO\V: Margaret Royno l. Lora Toso. John Goins. Mary Jane McCulloch. Honey Fielding. Alenio 
Brooks, Glenn Cunningham. Cindy Campbell, Rosie Jones. Usa Brubaker. Ste ve Stewart. 
FRONT RO\V (I tor) : DeLisa Kilpatrick. Secretory, Scott Lovejoy. V.P., Mark Dressel. Pres .• Beth Gray. V.P .. 
Michael Goldenberg. Treos. SECOND RO\V: James Gratton, Doug Sta ib. Cynthia Tw ining. Glendo Burroughs, 
Lisa Cook. J. Timothy McDonald. Julie Shapiro. Felicia Brockelmon. Lindo Hine. 
''Eta Sigma Gamma is a Health 
Honorary Society that promotes 
health through research, 
teaching, and service. " Kathy 
Miner, Senior 
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 W  t  r): isa llpatti . Secretar . Scott Lovejoy. V.P.. Mark Dre sel. Pres.. Beth Gray. VP.. 
ic ael l r . reas. C  W: Ja s rotton. Doug Staib. Cynthia Twining. Glendo Burroughs. 







FRONT ROW (I ro r): Goylo Foster. Ronald Torvm. A/trice Smith. Jvlivs Reynolds, G/enlce Donie/, Rot>.rt 
Jordon. SECOND ROW: Owen \Vi/son. Paige Patterson. Lee Porker. Patricio Smith. Lendoro Alexander, 
Donna Clayton. Tonzo Johnson, Patrice Bvrrler. Rodney Waldren. Sharon Vovghon. Darryl Coleman . 
• 
FRONT ROW (I ro r): Dietrich Nelson, Kevin Solley. Pres .. A. Oris Flood. V.P .• Nathaniel Thomas. ~cretory. 
SECOND ROW: Marie Hamilton. Stacy Chapman. Wando Coleman, Felicia Brown, Sheila Kates. Samantha 
Gravely. THIRD ROW: Cynthia Williams. Nancy Jvlivs. Ronald Movnroln. Monico Green. Floyd Sparks. Terry 
Allen. Charles Holey. Andrea Johnson. James Coleman, Dean of Pledges. Wando Cobbs. \VIII/om Shelton. 
Deborah Walko. Beckie Reason. FOURTH ROW: Joy LE>e. Candace Jones. Sobrenno Cordell. Amanda 
Borrerr. Riro Scoles. Alberro Gaddy. Schown Penn. Lynnerre Woshlngron, Michele Greene. Monlqve Smith. 
NOT PIOURED: Leon Hamlin. Treos .. Akrom Ransom. 
 ! t t r l  tu , lr i . u u . l i  a l. be
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• 
' 'The purpose of the Dlock Student 
Alliance is to provide on organizational 
vehicle capable of articulating the in-
terests of block students at JMU. In addi-
tion to aiding in the recruitment process 
of block students, staff, and faculty, the 
D.S.A. promotes interaction and involve-
ment in school activities to foster block 
awareness and incorporate itself as on 
integral port of the University system. " 
Alan Archer, Senior 
FRONT ROW ( I tor): Ronald Mountain. Kimberly Dean. Vale rie M iller. Secretory. Leslie Que zaire. Porlimentorion. Wando Coleman. Treos .• Kevin 
Solley. Sgt.<Jt·Arms. SECOND ROW: Nicole Fields. Bridgen Lom ben. Rita Scoles. Historian. A/on Archer. Pres .• Cynthia Barlow. V.P .• Candace Jones. 
Stephanie Keeley. THIRD ROW: Kenneth Allen. Marion Hall. Michele Lewis. Chad Nelson. Korrino Hayes. Renee Moore. Angelo Rucker. Yulondo 
Thompson. Cynthia Koin. Betty Smith. Chester Ransom. Lynnene Washington. Byron Bullock. Advisor. Denise Morse. Angelo Archer. Lisa Sanford. 
Dr. Joonne Gobbin. FOURTH ROW: Pou/ Brown, Andrea Johnson. Leon Hamlin. Monico Green. Brion Griffith. Alecio Pozont. J.T. Harris. Vanessa 
Bonks. Reginald Brown. 
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''One of AKA 's major ac-
tivities included a health fair 
with the American Cancer 
Society. We strive to 
become involved with the 














FRONT ROW (Ito r): Mary Ann Murphy. Pomelo Corey. Kim Fo11or. SECOND ROW: Marlene Stevenson, Trocy 
Oronch. Allison Ooker. Kimberly Miles. NOT P/GURED: Dono Clayborne. Colleen Toy/or. Marionette Urquhart. Trocl 
Finley . 






Alpha Kappa Alpha 
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FRONT ROW (I ro r): Recus Williams. Simeon Deskins. James Melron. SECOND ROW: Carl Daniels. W111iom 
Drighrwell. Michael Jones. 
• 
FRONT ROW (I ro r): Renee Hawkins, Financial Secretory. Monico Porker, Treos .• Frances S/oughrer. V.P .. Koren 
Smirh. Pres .. Lisa Hom/eN. Recording Secretory. Tyno Andrews. Correspondmg Secretory. SECOND ROW: Pamela 
Johnson, Semone Lawrence. Orenda Hailey. Chandra Winfield, De vena Dyrd, Michelle Dobbs. Srocie Fowlet. THIRD 
ROW: Down Marie Allen. Kimberly 
' 'Delta Sigma Theta is ac-
tively involved in the com-
munity. The members 
make weekly visits to the 
First Baptist Day Core 
Center and Camelot Nurs-
ing Home. The Fashion 
Show Extravaganza and 
Volentine Cabaret were 
successful activities. Pro-
ceeds went toward the 
Delta Sigma Theta Scholar-
ship Fund. " Koren M. Smith, 
Senior 
$!9 
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· 'Panhel/enic is the governing body for all the sororities. We 
have two main philanthropies: Drittlebones and First Step. 
Most of the proceeds from our fundraisers go toward these 
groups. " Deth Godey, Junior 
FRONT ROW (I tor): Oeth Godey. Chairman-elect. Oetsy Dominlclt. . Chairman, Anne Conrad, Rush Chairman. 
SECOND ROW: Carlo Shepherd, Secretory, Koren Simpson, Treos., Kirsten Ootron. Service. Deedle Leppin/t., 
Scholarship, Tetri Oortorff. Actlv lt ies. THIRD ROW: Gail Pond, Acti vi ties, Coth£>rine Ooyl£>, Publicity, Joanna 
Jones. Secretory, Christine Stiefel, Treos., Sondra Peters, Service, Oorboro Waters, Housing. FOURTH ROW: 
Koren Rolfes, Patricio Stinger. Patti Versis, Lisa Foss. 0£>rh Gray. Debbie Oochkoslt.y. NOT P/GURED: Mary 
Mitchell, Housing. Penny Foster, Jr. Rep .. Lindo McOsker. Tracey Applebaum, Jr. Rush. 
/ 
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EXECUTIVES (I ro r): Tom Dilello. Recorder. Orion O 'Moro. V.P .• Seon A lger. Pres .. 
Pout Morhon. Treos .. Mike Rombach. House Monoger. Mike Hogon. Social 
Choirmon. 
• • 
''The Interfraternity Council of JMU is on 
organization composed of the eight social 
fraternities. The main objectives of IFC ore 
to promote Greek life os well os Greek uni-
ty ond oct os the governing body of the 
loco/ fraternities. In addition to advocating 
Greek harmony, IFC involves itself in such 
service projects os the blood drive, the 
Hollo ween Party for charity, Campus 
Cleanups, ond the Dig Brother/ Dig Sister 
Program." Sean Alger, Senior 
FRONT ROW (I ro r): Druce Livingstone. David Coldwell, Steve Houck, Rob Hurrr. SECOND ROW: Mike Hogon, Tom Dilello. Seon 
Alger. Orion O 'Moro, Pout Morhon. Mike Rombach. THIRD ROW: Austin Nommock. Don Upright. Croig Tidey. Tom Omberg, 
Dob Houston, Ed Pulley. Don Cherkis. Len Orange. Scorr Dowmon. FOURTH ROW: Mork Sreinwondel. Rondo/ph Menefee. 
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   t  r): r ivingsto . avid l ll. Steve Houck. Rob Hu tt, SECOND RO : Mike Hogan. Tom Dilello. Seon 
l . Drio  a, a l ar . ike o ba . THIRD R : Austin Nommock. Don Upright. Croig Tidey. Tom Omberg. 
 t .  ll . is. e ra . Scott o on. FOURTH R : Mark Sreinwondel. Randolph Menef e. 
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''ZTA allows me to share 
experiences with sisters who 
know me for what I am and 
not what I seem to be. " 
Janice Wood, Sophomore 
,( \ 
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ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
-
Anne Conrad. M•llsso O.n/s,Sondro 
Ponhellenlc Treasurer 
Susan Ryboh, Wendy Rose, Patricio 
Reardon. Frances Corter, Leslie 
Commoh, Rebecca Dorgo, Kor•n 
Anderson 
Lourie Tripp, Diona Sworttwood, Deanna Mo11/s, 
Wendy Kroft, Leslfe DeLoVergne, Kathy Cozad, 
Jessica Groce, Patricio Runyon 
Cheryl W/esheler, Abby Powell, Deborah Lawson, 
Denise Gray, Michelle Rogers, Bonnie Moyer, 
Suzanne Bell/on, Beth Prillaman 
Suzanne Nedrow, Patricio McBride, Andrea Sherfy, 
Allie Weber. Janet Brochmon. Cathy Rumsey, Mary 
Hunon. Elizabeth Pulley 
Dione Lynch. Donna Crider. Jill Fredrlchs, Chris Stiefel. 
fllsso Cooper, Mary Joyce, Janet Giles, Cindy Brown 
Mary Mumber, Kelly Owens, Koren McCulloh, 







Koren Rolfes, Krlstfno 
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Cindy 81/broy. Mindy 
Rush Whitesel. 
Standards 








ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
Mary Kelly Julie 






Susan Wheatley. Kimberly Moss. Notolle Goines. Susan 
Monos.Shello Noone. Sondra Wiles, Morlo Behnke 
Koren Dunnigan. Kotle Allen. Sandie Benen. 
Candace Conls. Holly Drewer. Janet Hamric. 
Denno Hylton. Julie Hylton. Locey Kirstein 
Temple Shepard. Donna Shockey. Pomelo 
Smolok. Solly Stelgler. Terl Jenkins. Deborah 
Menfn. Som Roy. Kotle SchulL Aliso Cosh 
Lourie AKenzJ. Jennlfflr Bores. Lauro Becker. 
Gwynne Bergen. Chrlsry Bruns. Sharon 
Corpening. Jonle Crolge. Chorl.s.se Doly. Robyn 
Doster 
Debbie Dieter. Lou,./ Dovey. Terry Dykeman. 
Morlto Fegley. Paulo F,..nch. Mary Lynne 
Holloran. lno Helbing. Lynn Hobson. KothiHn 
Johnson 
Ael»cc:o Jones. Pony King. Chon to/ 
K~nhofer. Undo KHpers. Koren Mlsend k. 
Uso Persson. Koren Polls. Julie Rooch. Jennifer 
Rouzle 
Bronwyn Smith. Dono Swartz. KothiHn Tyler. 
Borboro Waters, Kimberly Wells. Sylvia Wells. 
Tent White. Mary Williams. Cathy Young 
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Whitney Cummings. Alumnae 
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Jennifer Robertson, 
.Advisor, Elizabeth 
Dorkls, Carole Stacy, 
Sarah \VII/Is, Koren 
Colvin 
Kathy Danie ls, Patricio 
Hurt, Beth Marshall, 
Susan Stone. Lindo 
.Author 
Daly Harrison, .Amy 
Howe, Chris Ondrlck, 
Lee .Ann Bleberboch, 
Rene Kuykendall 
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SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA 
~ ~ ~ .... ~ .......... 
Rebe-cca Angelo Jenny Ensign. Lisa Llndoe. PoNi Versls. Paige Pot/ow. Joanne 
Ho/shey. Bamberg. V.P. Pledge V.P. Ptes. V.P. Mem. Jotdono. 
Regisllot Rec. Sec. Ed. Treos. 
~~ ..... ...... ~ ...... .... 
Nicky Deedie Elizabe-th Moty Beth 
Thompson. Leppink. St. Dominick. St. Neely. House 
Cor. Sec. Pan. Pan. Mgr. 
Tomato 8olenget, Claudio Dou. Lindo Evetett. 
Chtistlne Helm. Alva Lowtence 
Chetyl Lubbs. Koren Lucas. 
Kristine O'Krepky. Suson 
Richeson. Wend/ Ruschmonn. 
Pomelo Showalter. Jennifer 
Treky. Wando Waggy. Beth 
Wiseman. Nancy Hallet 
Eileen Lynch. Lee Ocker. Llso 
Bunch. Carolyn Conte. Margaret 
Fltzpolllcx. Frances Fortna. 
Lauro Mortenson. Moty Murphy, 
Janet Neumann. Pamela Rolfes 
Jeanne Stratton. Cory Trifiro. 
Amy Akers. Lourie Elsosset, 
Polge Wlrt. Tracy Applebaum. 
Elizabeth Baird. Kathleen 
Barnes, 8/olr Chandler. Deborah 
De Polio 
Kelley Dick, Monico Ewing, 
Koren Gohort. Ashley G/11, 
Teresa Hall. Patricio Heberle. 
Lori Jarrett, Lauro Knouse. 
Melanie Kyte. Lisa Longholz 
Annette Low. Lou to Lebherz. 
Julie Loechler. Sheila McArtor. 
Morya McCabe. Lynn 
Middleton. Louto Moore. Teul 
Mollison. Arlene Paul. Michelle 
Philipp 
Dono Remington. Leslie Shofet. 
Elizabeth Smith. Tracy Stallone, 
Kimberly Troyet. Amy Turnet, 
Leanne Wehrmelstet, Ruth 
Wilsey, Debotoh Wlnn. 
Elizabeth Yates 
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Mary Creger, Mary Ellen 
Cross, Ann Slxeos, 
Stephanie Branham. 
Lauro Orlghrsen, Julie 
Cross, Corhle Franco. 
Susie Jones. Shononn 
Lynch 
Suzy Miller. Go// Pond. 
Elaine Srephonos. Kossle 
Thorne. Lourie Turnelle. 




Julie Sanches. Martha 
Seals. Beth Whlre. 
Tracey White. Lfso 
Armbrister. Becky 
Barber. Kelly Barefoot. 
Angelo Boyer. Allison 
Drown 
A lllsson Drown, Pam 
David, Kim Folck. Kristen 
Foust, Lynn Frasier. Nlkl 
Gerdeman. Angelo 
Holes. Pam He/ems. 
A llee Kane 
Bersy Low. Mary Koren 
O 'Donne ll. Srocey Olds, 
Mary Reed. Carolyn 
Reese. Bertino Regecl. 
Melissa Robinson. Lisa 
Soherr. Robin Stollings 
Dione Teefy. Jon Tiffany. 
Sherrie Turner. Tommy 
Wayne. Rhonda 
Clayton, Mindy Doyron. 
Pam Harris. Kathie 






Tracey Albertson. Jamie 
8/onkenshlp. Karyn 
Bryant. Susan Craig 
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Jamie Corter. Amy Stinnett, Oethonne 
Treos. 1st V.P. Gray, Pres. 



















Nino De Vito. Cheryl Emig. Porri 
Follon. Lynne Kimball. Lynn 
Oliver, Morgorito Woods. Vick1 
Oolsomo. Angelo Oennerr. 
Theresa Orocoro. Felicia 
Orockelmon 
Ano Coinel/i, Sondro 
Crawford. Louruie Demenr. 
Stephanie Fox, Lynette 
Garris, Theresa Grouge. Elinor 
Lee. Jill Lubbs. Sue Mann. 
Aileen McQuillan 
Kris Mehuron, Nancy Morrisson. 
Kimberley Mosiman. loner 
Pontoleone. Susie Schroeder. 
Regina Wol/oce. Allison 
Wheeler. Sheila Wi tkowski. 
Michelle Themides. Lisa Oolotbot 
Sora Beamer. A nn Oerenbough. 
Kathy Oloir. Andrea Ouchonon. 
Donno Do/los. Kelly Doering. 
Camille Geoghegan. Kim 
Grovins. MoryOeth Gray. 
MaryAnn Grooms 
Lynn Hordoge. Vyonn Heinrich. 
Susie Johnson. Valerie Landis. 
Christine Lewis. Susan McClain. 
Telle McKerrie. Adreinne 
Menrzer. Deborah Miller. 
Michelle Mink 
Sheri Payne. Sondra Peters. 
Soroh Riley. Oertyleon Sh ihdo. 
Liz Tilt. Sue Oovo, Usa Cosgrove. 
Sheryl McClenny. Lindo 
Mitchell. Janice Wood 
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Todd Wll/loms, Corl Albero. 
John Fitzgerald. Ron 
Ziolkowski, Robert Holcomb, 
Michael Garvey, More 
Bloom 
William Hamilton, Kenneth 
Miller, Dorin Short, Brion 
Benclc, Lee Sotler, Scott 
Strauss, Stephen Brock 
JOhn Dove l, Rick Thomas, 
Stephen Negri. James Bond. 
Bruce Jones. Steven 
Hardwick, Doug Wlnn 
Gory Gles, William 
Bowman, Thomas Dlerout 
Randy Ferguson, Eric 
Hencken. Dovld Hotz, 
Shannon Johnson 
Charles Mltche/11/1, Greg 
Rawls. Scott Roberts, Auburn 
Monn, Patrick Bolsomo, 
Robert Brown, James 
Comerford 
Ma tthew Flynn, Leonard 
Orange. Jeff O verstreet, 
Steve Perkins. Thomas 
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''AXP is a little bit smaller than 
the other fraternities. We seem 
to hove more little sisters than 




Sharon \Voble. Pres .. Mory l one 
McCulloch. V.P .• Julie Voughon. 
Tr.as .. Lynne Kimball. Sec.. 
G,.ndo Burroughs. Jud. Sec. 
Suz.onne J.lforfo. Kerrf Borchardt. Sharon 
Bryon. S.tsy Collins. Julie Conrad. Leslie 
O.LoVergne 
Susan Elfosson. Kimberley Grovfns. Mory J.nn 
Grooms. Louise Hoffman. Corey Lindquist. 
Dfon• Lynch 
Coral MocDonold. Koren McCulloh. Lauro 
Poyn•. Susan Prior. Sherry Aln•hon. K•rrl 
Som.r 
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KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA 
Ollie Reese. Bruce Firth, Karl Schnurr. Robert Steve Von Doug John Leake 
Social Grand Treos. Grand Gusello, Deventer. Binder Social 
Tom Bilello, Steven 
VoCJghn. Robert Fleisher. 
Austin Nommock. 
Michael Goldenberg, 
Scorr Phillips, Robert 
Williams. Mike Dreisch. 
Donie/ Harvey. Steve 
Singleton 
Tom Smith. Tom Gibson. 
Roy McDaniel, Greg 
Mosher. Robert Kendall. 
Kemp Jones. Robert 
Atwell. Scott Hundley. 
John Barry, Brion 
Johnson 
Joy Justice. Mark 
Kimsey. Cloy Leonard. 
Bill McGilvery. Thomas 
Morrison, Todd Frager, 
Steve Werrlein, Lance 
Billingsly. Dove 
Aldridge, Orad Soules 
L. Porker Perkins. Scorr 
Poland. Greg Purcell. 
John Shealy, Paul Voyo, 
De Wayne Wilson. Fuller 
Robertson. Jeff Hummel. 
Matt Fischer. Tom 
Holik man 
Don Brewn, Stephen 
Miller. Brad Peterson. 
Scott Smith. Steve Ayers. 
Robert Younger 
Robert Stershic, Donie/ 
Bobiy, John McCullen. 
David Douglas. Dove 
Crew. Doug Huber 
I • 
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KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA 
"All different guys, different styles" Cloy 
Leonard, Sophomore 
''Kappa Sig is a tight fraternity, we all get 
along and do things together. " Porker 
Perkins, Sophomore 
-
Sondle Benen. Condoct" Conls. Prt"s .• 
Pom Smolok. V.P .• Locey Klrstt"ln. 
Treos .• Kelly Conroy. 
Sheflo Crolg. Jennlft"r Dovld. Michele 
Dorr. Jane Evonkow. Alison Flanary 
Jennifer Fry. Svson Funkho:JSt"r. Hotolle 
.... Goines. Bridget Hon. Dt"ono Hanley 
Dione Hofstenet. Chantal 
l<opf>f*nhofflr. Mlcht"lt" Kon. lknlse 
....._ Luetkemeyet. Margaret McCollum 
.. - . 
tC'i-
c 
O.bble Mertln. Michele On. Chtlslle 
Renick. Julie At"nlck. Lindo A yon 
Corio Solo. Jocolyn Soplo. Andrt"O 
Speirs. Susan Wheatley. Uz Zechlni 
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PI KAPPA PHI 
loch Pooley. Mihe 
BurhiN. Dove Thomas. 8o 
Wilson. Dove Albright. 
AI Dunnell. Neal Decher. 
John Golson, Mlhe 
Hunter. Steve James 
John Johnson. Eric Whi te. 
Chuch Wolfe. Rich Boher. 
Christopher Belcher. Jim 
Bower, Brad Brautigam. 
loch Coffey. OreN 
Edwards. Jim Jackson 
Paul Morhon, Jim Swain, 
Som Gilson. Rob 
Henderson. Rob Boxrer. 
Josh Canter. Dove 
CorbeN. Eric Dlrhs. Chris 
Felix. M ike Groppone 
Eric Hanse n. Greg Hor. 
Tom Lydon. Par 
McFeeley, Jeff Mcintyre. 
Wayne Morris. Joseph 
Moss. Kroig Nefjord. 
Mihe Nickelsen. Shone 
Poland 
Morh Stelnwondel. Joe 
Togliorlni, Jock Vulcono, 
Jerrry Bloz.e. Berry 
Bryant. Mike Calabro. 
Darren Coleman. Alex 
Epstein. Charles 
Lemmon. Bill 0 . Meyers 
Rich Sind/e. Rob Smith. 
George Thomas. Mike 
Wood. Charles Bonner. 
Shannon Byrne, Don 
Cherk/s, Rodney Conrad. 
Steve Craig. Kelvin 
Franklin 
Charles Hollslp. Steve 
Horkobus. Paul Hux. Jeff 
Jenkins. Andres Sollnos. 
VIes S1rong. Will Schlek. 
Mark Wright. John Tyler. 
Cormoch Demonbreun 
Steve Bender. Eric Ebel. 
Rob Hfchs. Gory Horton. 
Jeff Johnson. Christopher 
Lannom. Brion Lenshold. 
Brert Simms. Christopher 
Sullivan. James 
Volentine 
Wally Wetherill. Pete 
A lberse. Kei th Carlisle. 
Gory Collins. Orion 
Drinkwater. Paul 
Ferrotello, Joe Gallo, 
Jock Mosloff. Gregg 
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Lisa Giambalvo. Pres .• Koren Rolfes. 
V.P .• Rhonda Cloyron Sec. Carol 
A lbrinon. 
"Even though we ore the 
largest fraternity, we hove on 
overall closeness and willing-
ness to help each other out. " 
Erik Outler, Senior 
Katie Allen. Sue Arthurs. Chris Ourneu. Carolyn 
Conte. Colleen Cross, Mario Cumm1ng, Pauline 
Done lion 
Mary Kelly Doyle. Lourie Duncan. Kim 
Fitzhugh, Kelly Gloss, Oeverly Go/db/art. Tracy 
Hopkins. Koren Jones 
Lisa Martin. Detsy Malone, Felicity Masson. 
Kelly 0/es. Paige Parlow, Sheila Roebel. Suzy 
Wilson 
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Steven Outler. Robert Dinsmore. Mervyn 
Wingfield. Rondo/ph Menefee. Don Doherty. 
Rex Hayes. 
Terry Darren. David Cullom, John 
Meehan, Leonard Pulley. William 
Dares. M1ke Dlonks. Fredrick Gosoin, 
David Rose. 
Thomas Drouillerre, M ichael Covert, 
Thomas King. David Schiefer. Lewis 
Gosoin, Timothy LoRow. Chris Runkle. 
Ross Wolfe. Jeffery Pope. 
Robert Turner. Jordon Discordo. Michael 
Drodecomp. Steven Covonough. 
William Comer Ill, Robert El/ioff, 
M ichael Fico/oro. Christopher 
Flannagan. Robert Foley. 
Michael Frogo, Don Giecke. Stephen 
Hyland. Steve Kearns, Jeff Lynch, 
Charles Poimeroy. Edward Pulley. 
Mark Rendell. Robert Schaefer. 
Michael Solar~, Greg Trout. Steve 
Weber. Ken Abod, Eugene Dennis. 
Rudy Faas. Todd Hearh. Guy Hill. 
James Horne 
William Kurtz. Troy Laws. Ron Parker. 
Ch1p Pixley. Joe Shaw. Michael Steele, 
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''Lombdo Chi Alpha is different 
because we don 't haze, we 
treat A.M. 's like brothers ond 
not like second class citizens. 
We don 't hove pledges we 




UTTLE SISTERS. FRONT ROW (I tor): Kristina Bisson, Ella Demby SECOND ROW: Julie Silcox, Ann Lofuze. Debbie 
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SIGMA PHI 
Lee Corter. James Grow. 
David Hom/ert. John Jessee. 
Darry Koski. Wolter 
McGraw. Fronk Miller. Kyle 
Mills. Jimmy Morris. Steve 
Pruln 
Lee Warfie ld. Mi tchell 
Andrew, R.Dovld Dees. 
Mark Fox, David Jares. 
Esteban McMahon, Robert 
Parr. John Robertson. 
Will/om Wright. Steve 
Adams 
Todd Doldocci. Dovld 
Dol/ow . Christopher 
Cone/los. Will/om Eubank. 
Sco" Friedel, Devin 
Householder, Glenn 
Lancaster. Stephen Loose. 
John Ragone. Crolg Tfdey 
Wfl/iom Clements. David 
Duval. Christopher Eckl. 
Brenden Hurley, Stephen 
Neely. Robert Watson. Bruce 
Wilson. Ricky Wingen. 
Robert Woche, Vincent 
Apostolico 
Shown Bethea, Todd 
Brune,e. Chip Cohen. Pout 
Ferguson. Steven Flgg, Scon 
Foster. Chris Garber. Tfm 
Glenn. Brion Hogan. Brion 
Logon 
Mark McCaslin, Gory McCoy, 
Tfm Miller, Michael 
Rombach. More Schneider. 
Timothy Smith. Hunter 
Thomas. Cliff Wood. Greg 
Beuhon, Mike Funkhouser 
Donie/ Hoon. Rick Kushe/, 
Ed Mooss. Ben Murray. 
Kevin O'Brien. Kevin 
Roberts. Scon Sherwood. R. 
Sco" Will/oms. Gregory 
Dorronco. G. Wflllom Butcher 
Chrfstopher Flynn. Lawrence 
Fuhrmann. R. Curtis Hlne. 
Trez Johnson, Kevin Lucas. 
Stephen M iller. M. Todd 
Word. Robert logojo, Ricky 
Allen. M ichael Tisch 
A/on Doran, Phil Prosser. 










Bruce Rod Compton. 
Livingstone. Rec. Sec. 
Comptroller 
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON SIGMA PHI EPSILON SIGMA PHI EPSILON SIGMA PHI 
''We lean three ways: 
e veryone likes to have 
.; fun, interested in sports, 
and interested in school. 
We 're a unique combin-
ation of guys. " Chris Eck/, 
Junior 
A.nn·Morle Johnson, Pres .. Elaine 
Stepha nos. Sec., Julie Sanches, Treos .• 
Judy Pender. V.P .. Kathryn A.lexonder. 
Tracy A.ppleboum, Debbie Bochkosk y. 
S.rsy Bolrd, Elaine Campbell. Monico 
Ew ing 
Sharon Foley, Solly Hoi/, Lora King. 
Mary Jo Moher. Solly McMullin 
A.my McHicholos, Debra November, 
A.rlene Paul. Uso /Hvos, Krls Yankowski 
EPSILON SIGMA PHI EPSILON SIGMA PHI EPSILON SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
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SIGMA PI SIGMA PI SIGMA PI SIGMA PI SIGMA PI SIGMA PI SIGMA PI 
Sean .4/ger, Richard 
Gordner. John McVeigh. 
Michael Vlo. Morh Woller. 
Richard Barney. Will/om 
Fannon Ill. Doug Chestnut, 
Richard Lewis. 
George Riggs Ill. Kenneth 
Toy/or. Matthew 
Chamberlain, Thomas 
Propps. Rich Hatcher. Pout 
Dauer. Steven Bolton. 
Alejandro Cordero. Horlie 
Easter. Steve Goldstein 
Adam Greer, Anthony Loil. 
Stephen Lynch. Scott 
McLucas, Scott Stephens, 
Chris Dorton. Thomas Corey. 
Don Cole. Glenn 
Cunningham. Matthew 
Moyers 
Kevin O 'Orien. Tim O 'Orien. 
Scott Porker, Bobby Sayre, 
Timothy Schmming. John 
Screen. John Trumbo, Jon 
Dobb. Jeff Oeemon. Curt 
Boord 
Shown Col/owoy, Samuel 
Cucciniello. Robert Eichorn. 
Miles Flint. Mark Hoskoor. 
Timothy Healey. David 
Jasinski. Todd Jordon. Robert 
Kastl. David Kelly 
Scott Kelly. Kenneth Lucas, 
Lance M iner. Giovanni 
Pogono. Edward Radcliffe, 
Jr., Peter SchultL Jeffrey 
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.41on .4/on Hugh Shertod, 
Peterson. C>eSontls. Pledgemoster 
Sr. Rep. House Mgr. 
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''The diversity in Sigma Pi 
gives us o special extra. " 
A/on DeSantis, Senior 
l•nnl,.r Al•xoncJ.r. J•nnl Bot•s. Carolyn Offl•ld. Pffls .• 
Hlcky Thompson. Pres. Cynthia Brook•r. O.boroh Brosius 
SuzJ• Cook, T•rry Dyk•mon. l•nnlfflr Ensign. Susan 
Foll•n. l•sslco Groce. Kim Groseclose 
Mary Huton. Lori Jarrett, Joonne Jordono. Deedre 
Leppink, Donnie Moyer, Jenny Mead 
Monico Opp. Claudio Pfltfm. Ponl• P.unyon. Anno 
Walker. Usa Wolloc•. Kor•n W/11/omson, J.an 
91/tek 
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THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA 
''Our close knit 
brotherhood prides 
itself on diversification 
and individuality. " 
Harry Abramson 
Sophomore 
Clive Hollman. Advisor. 
Lawrence Stockton. Joe 
Dorsey. Dovld Trammell. 
Oliver C/o we, John Herbert. 
M ichael Koepenlck, Donie / 
Schuman. JOhn Payne. 
Robert McCormick 
Dovld Robertson. Trey 
Mauck. Scott Tlmmermons, 
Christopher Blair. Eric 
Burgett. Robert Sizemore. 
Michael Smith, Harry 
Abramson. Stephen Houclf. 
James Bugbee 
Dean Goldulo. Robert Cook. 
Bryon Payne. Mike Perini. 
Jeffrey Tornell. Brion 
Wfllloms. Matt Guarino. 
Harold Patterson. Robert 
Hurtt, Jeffrey Joclfe/ 
Guy Bordo. Brendan Dell, 
Richard Wfnn, Jock Wlnn, 
James O 'Connor. Chris look. 
Joseph Mullerl, James 
Roberts, Jeff Grohom, Cheryl 
Emlg 
Martha Tindall. Francine 
McDonald. Betsy Kurth. 
Nancy Holler, Jeanne 
Stratton, Shef/o Witkowski, 
Koren Simpson, Betsy Lee-
Bassett. A.fllson Wheeler, 
Lisa Llndoe 
Christine McCarey, Megan 
Hfnchfon. Brenda Pfschner. 
Amy Reader. Julie Su/ffvon. 
Betsy Dominic, Ellen 
Holmes, Kathleen Miner. 
Kimberly Nordberg. Mary 
Edgar 
Mlc:hoel John Richard 
Deneaul t. Mottlssey, Cornlcello, 
Rush PI~• S.C. 
......... ~ 
Dovld John Polf. nmothy John Boland. Korfln Polls. 
Coldwell. Pres . Sutherland. House Mgr. Sweeth.art 
V.P. T/W'OS. 
THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA 
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Troy Mitchell. John Danielson. Ken 
Rogers. Lorry Weinstein. Patrick 
Wrighr. Rob Aromiskis. Bill Ashton 
Buck Derby. Kent fudy. David 
Klemenrz. John Lowe. John Martin. 
John Newcomb, Mark Ganley 
Andrew Johnson. David Shipp. David 
Toy/or. Greg Woshenko, Paul Avery. 
Phil Boin. Steve Broaddus 
Jim Brooks. Mike Holey. Gory Hordley, 
Kelly Horton. Bob Houston. Fred Jeter. 
David Jones 
Mark Lambert. David Low. Pot 
McManus. Tom McMurray, Todd Miller. 
Tom Payton. Willard Shifflet 
Bryon Stinespring. Keith Turner. Don 
Upright, Billy Will. A/on Augustine. 
Ryan Collis. Devon Drennon 
ScoN Freeland. Ronnie Reckes. Joe 
Kiley. Chris McVoy. fric Sandberg. 
Mike Scyphers 
U SIGMA 
SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA 
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U.S. News and World Report listed J.M.U. second in academic quality among 
158 colleges and universities in southern and border states in the November 
25, 1985 issue. Th is public recognition for i ts academic quality is just one ex-
ample that J.M.U. is finally receiving the support and notoriety that i t 
deserves. More and more people ore becoming aware of J.M.U. across the 
notion. We 're finally making our mark in the university " Hall of Fame." Here 
ore some highlights from the post year which hove put James Madison 
University in the minds of people oil over America and the world. 
SPORTS 
Universi ties ore traditionally known for their successful ( or not so successful) 
sports teams. J.M.U. has come to be well-known for quite o few. 
Once again, members of J.M.U. 's archery team shot their way into o notional 
title. They p laced 2nd in the U.S. Intercollegiate Archery Championships. 
J.M.U. 's volleyball team also gained recognition by going to the NCAA Divi· 
sion II Tournament for the 2nd year in o row. The women's swim team won 
the CAA Conference Championship this year. The women 's basketball team 
received recognition for their winning efforts and were ranked 19th in the 
363' 
• 
Associated Press ' notional top-20 poll. Even J.M.U. 's cheerleaders 
got in on the oct. In January, the cheerleoding squad flew to Son 
Diego to compete in the Universal Cheerleoding Association/ Ford 
College Cheerleoding Notional Championships, where they 
placed :Jrd. 
Football fans were thrilled each weekend to watch Gory Clark 
ploy football for the Washington P.edskins. Clark, A former J.M.U. 
football player, caught and ron his way into the hearts of Red· 
skins fans and put the nome James Madison University Into the 
mouths of sports announcers across the notion. 
PUBLICATIONS 
A lot of information about J.M.U. is conveyed through the many 
publications put out by the university, and o lot of these publico· 
tions hove received honors and awards which hove put J.M.U. In 
the spotlight. J.M.U. 's campus newspaper, The Breeze, was voted 
the best paper in the state in 1985 by the VIrginia Collegiate 
Press Association. The Bluestone was chosen lost year to be 
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Taylor Publishing Company's sample book. Many extra copies 
were printed and distributed throughout the U.S. The division of 
university relations hod four publications cited for awards by the 
Council for the Advancement of Education this year. These 
publications included the women 's basketball media guide, the 
football media guide, the football schedule poster, and o promo-
tional series on the J.M.U. Donee Theatre program. All these 
publications hove reached many people and hove spread the 
good word about J.M .U. 
FACULTY 
The faculty at J.M. U. is proud of the institution and each member 
makes his or her contribution to further publicize i t. In addition to 
shoring their knowledge w ith students, our professors ore con-
stantly striving to gain further knowledge, and experience new 
things themselves. Frequently, teachers from J.M .U. hove articles 
and books published. Members of our faculty also trove/ to speak 
and learn at other colleges. 
Stoff 
This year, J.M.U. hod on especially exciting form of publicity through Dr. Paul 
Cline, o political science professor here. Dr. Cline ron for the office of 27th 
Dist rict Representative to the Virg inia House of Delegates and won/ J.M.U. 
Democrats and Republicans alike were thrilled to hove o member of the 
university become involved in politics. 
J.M.U. AID 
In the year of Bond-Aid, Live-A id, and Form-Aid, J.M. U. did i ts port to help the 
needy. Heavy rains lost fa ll caused major floods all over the Shenendooh 
Volley and in West Vi rg inia. J.M.U. organizations quickly took action to help 
those whose houses hod been washed away in the flood. Many people 
donated both time and money to a id flood victims. The S.G.A. started o pro-
gram called "Adopt-a-Family" where organizations could sponsor o par-
ticular family to provide them w ith supplies they specifically needed. 
AROUND THE WORLD 
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continent. The uni vers ity expanded i ts semester abroad program 
this year to include Paris, France. Each semester, approximately 
60 J.M. U. students hove the opportunity to visi t London and Paris 
and tell people all about James Madison University. 
FINE ARTS 
Through the fine arts and communication programs here, J.M.U. 
has become very well known. Various music ensembles Uke the 
Jazz Bond and the Modisonions provide entertainment for o 
variety of people, and hove the opportunity to trove/ and show 
people what J.M .U. is like. And of course, there 's " Virginia 's 
Finest ", - The Marching Royal Dukes - one of the best mar-
ching bonds in the U.S. They 're invited to p lo y all over the notion, 
and certainly contribute to the universi ty 's good image. 
Students a lso hove the chance to be in the public eye through the 
J. M.U. Video Network. "J. M.U. Today ", and " Profiles' provide in· 
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Helms 
up J.M.U. and the surrounding area. Each week, 20,000 people 
rune in to these shows to learn more about the university and 
community. People con hear J.M.U. through WMRA, o student-run 
radio station. Community affairs, music, and sports events ore 
heard seven days o week by people all over the Shenendooh 
Volley. 
GROWTH 
J.M.U. is growing bigger and beNer each year. Th is year o new 
facili ty , the Phillips Center, was added to our campus. The Phil/Ips 
Center contains o new, updated version of Dukes Grill, and o 
ballroom for various functions. A 24-hour convenience store, Mr. 
Chip 's, was opened to offer students o close, convenient option to 
other stores. And the growth never stops - renovation, odd!· 
tions, and talks of new buildings and facilities continue. The 
uni versity is changing w ith the times and growing into o major, 
influentia l uni versity. 
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The war in the Mid-East continued in 1985. A distraught Moslem man hugs his 
son moments after they survived o cor bomb explosion outside o West Beirut 
restaurant in late August. They ore shown being hurried away from the car-
nage by another man as cars burn in the rubble-strewn street. 
The space program moved ahead. Space walker James von Hoften stands 
toll on the end of the robot arm of the Space Shuttle Discovery after suc-
cessfully launching the repaired Syncom satellite in September. 
President Reagan, w ith his w ife Nancy, gives the A-Okay sign from his 
hospital w indow in July after undergoing surgery to remove o cancerous 
tumor from his lower intestine. The 7 4-yeor old president was bock on the 
job w ithin weeks after his operation. 
Ceremonies were held at various times during the year at the Vietnam 
Memorial in Washington to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the fall of 
the Saigon government in Vietnam. The Vietnam Memorial is inscribed with 
the names of more than 58,000 dead or missing soldiers from the Vietnam 
war. 
A series of devastating earthquakes rumbled through Mexico City in 
September and the death toll was in the thousands. Few in the metropolitan 
area of 18 million escaped the effects of the first quake, which registered 8.1 
on the Richter scale: or the second quake, which measured 7.5. 
A Trans World Airlines jet with 145 posseng~rs and eight crew members was 
hijacked in Athens, Greece, in June. The Sheite hijackers took the plane to 
Beirut, then to Algeria and then bock to Beirut. Most of the hostages were 
released w ithin days but the remaining J9 hostages were held for 17 days. 
One American hostage was killed. 
Four Palestinian terrorists hijacked the Ito/ion cruise liner Achille Lauro while 
on o Mediterranean cruise. One American was killed. After the ship was 
released the Egyptian government agreed to return the hijackers to the PLO. 
However, the hijackers were intercepted by American jets as they were 
flown out of Egypt and returned to Italy to stand trial. 
Riots were on almost doily occurence in South Africa as blocks protested 
Apartheid. In this photo, o white man runs from o jeering group of stone-
throwing blocks in downtown Johannesburg as w idespread violence con-
tinued to breakout throughout the country. 
The explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger which killed all seven crew 
members was the first in-flight disaster in 56 manned U.S. space missions. 
Christo McCuliffe, o high school teacher from Concord, New Hampshire, was 
















































Photos and stories by A.P./Wide World Photo 
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The foilowing members of rhe Closs of 1986 conrribured ro rhe senior gifr. 
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Carl M. Albero 
J. Darby Austen 
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Mr. & Mrs. Witman D. Domes 
Rodney S. /Jotemon, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. IJeom 
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin C. IJ/ond 
Mr. & Mrs. Elliott IJ/ankenship 
Grady M. IJ/oylock 
S. James IJ/ock 
Mr. & Mrs. Poui/Joswell 
Fay IJ. Dowen 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. 
/Jraithwoite 
Mr. & Mrs. William T. /Judd 
Dennis H. Dunnell 
Mr. & Mrs. Alton IJurket 
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn /Jurroughs 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Dutler 
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Dutson 
Mr. & Mrs. Graham IJyrnes 
cccccccccccc 
Howard M. Collis 
Michael F. Cord 
Mr. & Mrs. James H. Cory 
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Cosey 
Mr. & Mrs. D. J. Chadwick 
J. Gerold Cicatko 
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Cox 
Mr. & Mrs. Tony Cruso 
DDDDDDDDDDDD 
Harold Davis 
Mr. & Mrs. E. G. Dearth, Jr. 
Daniel C. Deibler 
M1. & Mrs. Vincent J. DiLoso 
Mr. A. W. Duke, Jr. 
EEEEEEEEEEEE 
James H. Echard 
Mr. & Mrs. Warren Esslinger 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Erving 
·FFFFFFFFFFFF 
Donald R. Fazio 
Catherine Finnerty 
Dr. & Mrs. George Fleury 
Mr. & Mrs. T. E. Fraim 
GGGGGGGGGG 
J.O.C. & W.L. Gaertner 
Mrs. Poul J. Gerdon 
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore R. Greer 
Jr., Mr. & Mrs. Charles C. 
Gruneberg 
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Mr. & Mrs. Gerold Hoose 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Haddad 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Holey 
William S. Hanner 
Sidney E. Horman, Jr. 
Robert D. Harrison 
Mr. & Mrs. Dorman L. Hartley 
John T. Hayter, Jr. 
Claus Helbing 
Judge Robert H. Helles Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. 5ondy Helms 
Dr. & Mrs. Fronk Henry 
Mr. & Mrs. Deon Heubel 
Allan D. Heuerman 
Mr. & Mrs. Watts Hill, Ill 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hilliard 
Mr. & Mrs. Wo"en J. Hoffman 
Mr. & Mrs. 0. C. Hoi/or 
Mr. Arlen D. Horner 
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Mr. & Mrs. Ronald lvonlckl 
JJJJJJJJJJJJ 
Dr. & Mrs. Den Jones 
KKKKKKKKKKKK 
RobertS. Kiel 
William J. Killion 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Kuhn 
Mr. & Mrs. Wolter R. Kurth 
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Mr. & Mrs. Longley P. Land 
Lt. Col. & Mrs. Thomas A. Loser 
Mr. & Mrs. H. Layton Lows, Jr. 
William L. Lucas 
Mr. & Mrs. William Lucca 
Mrs. Elaine Lucian 
Mr. & Mrs. J. F. Lynch 
MMMMMMMMM 
John C. Mackie 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Moglnniss 
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene M. Martin 
Forrest D. McCoig 
William L. McDonnell 
John T. McEwan 
Col. & Mrs. Will/om McKoy 
Mr. & Mrs. George McLeod, Jr. 
Rebecca W. Miller 
Helen Stephenson Mills 
Mr. & Mrs. Wolter F. Moeller, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Adolph Moller 
Robert P. Mooney, II 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Moskowitz 




Mr. & Mrs. George Nelson 
Freddie W. Nlcholos, Sr. 
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Mr. b Mrs. H. D. O 'Donnell, II 
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Robert A. Pastor 
Mr .. b Mrs. Gory Patenaude 
0. L. Patterson, Jr. 
James E. Peters 
Mr. b Mrs. David Pickering 
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Melvin L. Rawls 
Mr. b Mrs. Richard A. Redmon 
Mr. b Mrs. M. D. Ritchie, Jr. 
C. \V. Robertson 




Mr. b Mrs. Patrick D. Sarsfield 
Richard Scimurr 
Mr. b Mrs. Gerold G. Seidl 
Mr. b Mrs. /on M. Shipley, Jr. 
Clyde Paul Smith 
Mr. b Mrs. Jerry Smith 
Mr. b Mrs. Cor/ Solomonson 
Mr. b Mrs. Richard E. Strauss 
Mr. b Mrs. George Sura 
Mr. b Mrs. James A. Swonick 
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Mr. b Mrs. Robert Testwuide 
Mr. b Mrs. Seldon T. Tompkins 
Dr. b Mrs. James L. Towe 
Mr. b Mrs. Glenn E. Trezono 
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Mr. b Mrs. Alfred Veiel 
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John \V agnes 
Mr. b Mrs. Tom \V eover 
Mr. b Mrs. Karl J. \Vi/lett 
Leaton M. Williams, Ill 
Mr. b Mrs. \V. F. Williams 
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Harrison Young, II 
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Mr. & Mrs. William T. Allen 
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Armstrong 
Marty Aronoff 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. G. H. Ashton, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. John Asiello 
Mr. & Mrs. A. Augustine 
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Dr. [:, Mrs. Charles L. Baird, Jr. 
Anne G. Boker 
Alexander Bonks, V 
Mr. [:, Mrs. Stephen Bast 
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Bozzorre 
poniel A. Becker 
Mr. & Mrs. Jock Beistel 
James E. Bender 
Mr. [:, Mrs. Joseph Dengermino 
Dr. [:,Mrs. James J. Benjamin 
Wolter Moe Billingsley 
Mr. [:, Mrs. W. E. Blair 
Dr. [:, Mrs. M. M. Bocknek 
He/lie Bordo 
Hollis G. Boren 
Mr. [:, Mrs. Robert B. Bortner 
William Borum 
Phyllis Hill Boyle 
Mr.[:, Mrs. William Brlstowe 
Mr. [:, Mrs. G. Kent Brooks 
Mr. [:, Mrs. Alfred L. Brown 
Mr. [:, Mrs. Philip M. Brown 
Robert J. Brown 
Joyce Bruns 
William E. Bryon 
Mr. [:, Mrs. Peter Bush 
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L. W. Colbeck 
Patricio Campbell 
David Canavan 




Albert W. Chapple 
Mr. & .Mrs: Robert V. Christian 
Mr. & .Mrs. John C. Christy 
.Mr. [:, Mrs. Richard Cocozza 
Mr. [:, Mrs. T. Blanton Coghill 
Edward D. Cole 
Mr. & Mrs. W. Allan Cook 
W. A. Cook 
.Mr. b .Mrs. Robert J. Cozzi 
Rev.[:, Mrs. Harry W. Crandall 
James S. Cremins 
Mr. b Mrs. P. A. Curtis, Jr. 
DDDDDDDDDDDD 
Antoinette R. D'Ambrisi 
Joseph A. D'Andrea 
Mr. [:, Mrs. Charles E. Davidson 
David L. Debus 
Mr. [:, Mrs. John M. deButts 
Mr. & .Mrs. Paul J. Decker 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas D. DeShazo, 
Jr. 
Emilie Dick 
.Mr. & .Mrs. Thomas G. Donohue 
Minor Donnell 
Robert Donovan 
John W. Dorsey 
Dono Jean Durham 
EEEEEEEEEEEE 
Knut E. Ellenes 
Jon K. Elliott 
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Engbert 
Dr. [:, Mrs. Richard J. Ernst 
Mr. & Mrs. Gerold T. Everton 
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.Mr. & Mrs. Robert For/no 
Mr. & Mrs. Martin J. Ferguson 
Dr. George C. Fischer, Jr. 
Mr. [:,Mrs. Harry S. Fluke 
Mr.[:, Mrs. Gerry Foss 
Mr. & Mrs. Pedro G. Francisco 
Patricio Francoise 
Charlotte A. French 
John E. French 
Dr. b Mrs. R. 0. Friedel 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles C. Fultz 
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.Mr. & Mrs. W. Gagne 
Cdr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Golkis 
Mr. b Mrs. Thomas Gorritty 
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Gartner 
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic Geissel 
.Mr. & .Mrs. Earl Gill 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Giordano 
Mr. b Mrs. John C. Gloss 
.Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Goldenberg 
Paul D. Goldberg 
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Gottlieb 
Carolyn T. Graddy 
Nancy S. Gray 
Col. & Mrs. R. E. Greene 
Mf. & Mrs. Ronald Grohowski 
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Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hoibol 
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Hall, Sr. 
Robert E. Hollman 
Mr. & Mrs. fro L. Hamblin 
Mr. & Mrs. Corlyse S. Hammond 
Eunice L. Harris 
Mr. & Mrs. C. Hoskoor 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hayes 
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Higgins 
Mr. & Mrs. Cory E. Highlander 
Mr. b Mrs. Ronald Hindlng 
Mr. & Mrs. J.E. Hines, Ill 
Eleanor M. Hill 
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Nathan Hill 
Mr. 6 Mrs. lome Ho 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Wallace Hoff 
R.E.Hollond 
Ruth L. Hubble 
Clyde E. Hudson 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Max Hupfer 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Donald Hurst 
Mr. 6 Mrs. A/on C. Hutchinson 
JJJJJJJJJJJJ 
R. J. Jacobs 
Col. 6 Mrs. J. L. Joy 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Aubrey 0. James, Jr. 
Dr. 6 Mrs. Thomas A. Jarvie 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Chris Joonnides 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Erving G. Johnson 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Lee Johnson 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Jessie D. Jones 
Mert E. Jones, Jr. 
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Mr. 6 Mrs. Ronald Kaplan 
Dorothy S. Kay 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Edward Kenney 
Mr. 6 Mrs. S. F. Keoghon 
Dr. 6 Mrs. Phillip Kirkpatrick 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Richard L. Knight 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Marcus H. Knupp 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Charles J. Kobosko 
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Mr. 6 Mrs. Roy Labarge 
David LoFuze 
Mr. 6 Mrs. lsooc C. Loll 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Peter Laine 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Stanley Lomb 
Gretto C. Lambert 
Marjorie V. Lone 
Mr. 6 Mrs. More Langholz 
Mr. b Mrs. William F. Lanier 
Elaine Larison 
Mr. b Mrs. John E. Lashley, Jr. 
Mr. 6 Mrs. L. E. Layton 
Mrs. John Leake 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Lewis Lebokken 
John C. Lenahan 
Mr. 6 Mrs. C. F. Leonard 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Thomas Leshko 
Donie/ 0. Lewis 
W. M. Wayne Liskey 
Mr. 6 Mrs. John P. Lyall 
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Mr. 6 Mrs. Luke M. Malobod 
Armond E. Malo 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Peter V. Marks 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Robert Mascari 
William W. Matthews 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Kevin McDonald 
J. M. McShane 
Ronald F. Miller 
F. A. Milliken 
Louis W. Mitchell 
Dr. 6 Mrs. Richard Mlodick 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Lorenzo Moody 
F. C. Morales 
Mr. 6 Mrs. James A. Moreland 
Mr. b Mrs. Glenn W. Mounts 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Charles J. Munster 
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Mr. b Mrs. R. Nodosky 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Thomas S. Nixon 
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James O 'Donnell 
William Olson 
Mr. (j Mrs. John Ondrejcek 
Leroy Orie, Sr. 
Mr. (j Mrs. William F. Orndoff 




John D. Porichy 
Mr. (j Mrs. William Poschok, Jr. 
Mr. (j Mrs. Druce Patterson 
Mr. (j Mrs. Kenneth D. Pezzullo 
Mr. (j Mrs. T. L. Poland 
Mr. (j Mrs. Leonard T. Pulle?, Sr. 
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Mary J. Rondo// 
Mr. (j Mrs. Junius Rondo/ph, Sr. 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Leonard C. Roy 
Lawrence Royboen 
Mrs. Andrew J. Regeci 
Dr. (j Mrs. Gory W. Reighard 
Roy Reiman 
Mr. (j Mrs. James Reynolds 
Robert E. Reynolds 
Mr. (j Mrs. Anthony J. Renoldi 
Mr. (j Mrs. J. Waddell Rison 
Mr. (j Mrs. Wilford M. Robinson, 
Jr. 
Mr. (j Mrs. Scott Rombach 
Wilbert Rose 
Mr. (j Mrs. Richard E. Rowe 
Mr. (j Mrs. Peter W. Runkle 
D. M. Rush, Jr. 
James Russo 
Dr. (j Mrs. C. A. Ryder 
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loon Soidmon 
Mr. & Mrs. James Scarborough 
W. R. Schuh 
S KO 
Mr. (j Mrs. Joseph A. Shifflette 
Robert D. Shillinger 
Mr. (j Mrs. Robert E. Shreiner 
Zee Siekirski 
Mr. (j Mrs. D. J. Simmons 
Mr. (j Mrs. Thomas Simmons 
Mr. (j Mrs. James Simpson 
Glenn E. Siron 
Nancy Siveroni 
Robert W. Slocum 
Mr. (j Mrs. M. Craig Sluss 
Mr. (j Mrs. Lorry F. Small 
Randell C. Smith 
Mr. (j Mrs. William Smolak 
Mr. (j Mrs. William Snow 
Ando R. Speight 
Mr. & Mrs. John Sponski 
Mrs. Robert Stershic 
Earl D. Stevens 
Harvey Stiles 
Mr. & Mrs. Oscar R. Stone 
Louise R. Stutzman 
Robert C. Sullenberger 
Mr. & Mrs. Mark D. Summers 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Suter 
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Mr. & Mrs. Thomas V. Taylor 
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent Terranova 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Tessondon 
Mr. & Mrs. David F. Thomas 
Mr. & Mrs. Glen Thompson 
George F. Tidey 
Mr. & Mrs. Emerson Todd, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. William D. Trautwein 
Dr. & Mrs. G. 5. Trelowny 
Mr. & Mrs. Noble Truslow 
Eugene E. Turano 
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond W. Tusing 
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Mr. & Mrs. Charles VanSlyke 
Caroline Von \V ogoner 
Gunors Vi/gins 
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Mr. b Mrs. Charles D. Walker 
Mr. b Mrs. John H. Walker 
Elizabeth E. Walsh 
Mr. b Mrs. Martin Woronch 
Mr. b Mrs. William H. 
Washington 
Jr. 
Mr. 6 Mrs. John Watson 
Mr. b Mrs. Ira V. West 
Marlene K. Wheeler 
Fronk H. Wheless 
Dr. b Mrs. Paul F. White 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Thomas A. White 
Kenneth G. Whitlock 
Nancy E. Wiith 
Mr. b Mrs. Druce N. 
Wildenberger 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Steve Williams 
Mr. b Mrs. Stephen C. Wilson 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Norman Wilson 
Richard M. Wirth 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Douglas Wolfe 
Fronk Workman 
Mr. 6 Mrs. John Wright 
Mr. 6 Mrs. W. L. Wunderly 
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Mr. b Mrs. G. S. Young 
Mr. 6 Mrs. Lorry Young 
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Abbtrr, Oeverley 312 
A bod. Ken 340 
Abraham. Eugenio JD5 
Abramson. Harry J46 
Adam Suzie 250 
Adomec Glenn 172 
Adams. Dove JJ8 
Adams. Dovtd 5 210 
Adams. Koren J04 
Adams. Lauro 210 
Adams. Rebecca 270 
Adams. Sreve J42 
Adams. Wendy 210 
Addison. leon 329 
Adkins. Morcvs 141 
Adler Koren 210 
Adriano, Chris 29J 
Agee Mork 210 
Agud, Ken 314 
Ahrens. Lourie 313 
Alfmel Tracy 262 
Akers. Amy 33 1 
Akers. Donna 262 
AI·Hosson, Rudy 270 
Albero. Cor/ JJ4 
Alberse. Pere JJ8 
Alberrson, Tracey 3J2 
Albo. Sreve JJ4 
Albright Oove JJ8 
Albr/rron. Corol 329, JJ9 
Alderman Robin 250. 286 
Aldridge Dove JJ6 
Aldsredr Ko1hy 270 
A levy. Dove 6 
Alexander. Dorrell 250 
Alexander, Jennifer 345 
Alexander. Kathryn 34J 
Alexander. Lendoro 316 
Alexander, Lisa 250. J08 
Alforlo, Suzanne 335 
Alger. Sean J21, 344 
Allen. Allee 250 
Allen, Orion 250. 284 
Allen, Down Marie 210 
Allen, Ellzoberh 262 
Allen. Karle J fD. J27 339 
Allen. Kenneth 262. J05. J17 
Allen, Lorez 210 
Allen. Ricky J42 
Aflen. TerryJ16 
Allison. Kore 210 
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Almqutsr, Srephonle 250 
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Anderes. Joy 270 
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Anderson Shannon 270 
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Anztde J1m 285 
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Appel Jeff 210 
Applebaum, TrocyJ20. JJ1 J4J 
Arbaugh. Jim J08 
Arbogasr. Joann J07 
Archer Alan 210. 017 
Archer Angelo JD5. J 17 
Archer Jonn 210 
Arehart Andy 270 
Armbrister Lisa JJ2 
Armemrrout. Kerry 210 
Atmenrrour Kerry 285 
Arnold Korhy 270 
Aromi~kls. Robert 211. J47 
Arrhut, Krmberly 250. J28 
Arthurs, .Sue JJ9 
Arthurs, Susan J28 
Arrone Terr/211 
Arvlso. Julio 262 
Asol L/.50 2 50 
Ascenzi, Lourie 250. J27 
Asher Cynthia 211 293. 328 
Ashton. 0111 J47 
Ashton Ken D 211 
ATChison, C ynrh1o 262 
Arhearn. W Lawrence 211 
Atkinson. Donny 262 
Arwe/1. Robert JJ6 
Augusrlne A/on 250. J47 
Austin. Conchita JD1, JD5 
Austin Conchlro 262 
A usrin. Heather L 211 
Ausrln, Luonn 250 
Authet, Undo A 211 
Author, Lindo JJO 
Avery, Paul J47 
Ayers. 5reve 3J6 
fJobb, Qndy JOJ 
fJobb, Cynthia 262 
Oobb. Janice 250. 299 
Dobb. Jon J44 
Oobiy, Donle/211, 3J6 
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Oochkosky. Debb1e 320. J4J 
Dochkosky. Deborah 250 
Dodones. Lourie 250 
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Doer. Dione 211, 329 
Doer Susan 211 
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Do/er. Elizabeth Morle 211 
Dolley, Corhy 328 
fJoiley, Cymhlo 262 
(Jolley. Wando JD5 
fJo/n, Phil J47 
Dolf. Arthur 211 
Oolrd, Oetsy 250, 34J 
DoT rd. Elizabeth 29J, J.J 1 
Doker, Allison J 18 
Boker. Loren 262 
Ooket, Rich JJ8 
Doker. Sonjo A 211 
fJolosomo, Vlckf 297 
Oolorbor. Ltso 3J.J 
Doldocd, Todd 342 
fJolenger. Tomaro JJ1 
Dolenger, VIcky 39 
fJolenger, Vicrono J 211 
Dollonrlne. Kellle 211 
Oollord. AmyJ11 
fJollord, Jennifer 292. 311 
fJollow. David 342 
Oolsomo, Pouick JJ4 
Oolsomo. Vlck/211, JJJ 
Oo/serok, Jon 211 
Oomberg, Angelo JJ 1 
fJonkowskf. Jenfllfet 250 
fJonks, Todd 167 
Danks, Vanessa 285 
Oorber. fJecky JJ2 
Oorber, Holly 250. JD1 
Oorefood, Kelly 262 
Dorefoor. Kelly J.J2 
fJorhom, Mlck 262 
fJorillo. Carlos J04 
Dorlow, Cynth/o 250, Jt7 
Oomord. L/so 262. JOJ 
(Jornes, Korhleen 250. 286. JJ 1 
fJornes, Morsho/1 141 
Dorney Richard J44 
Ooroody. Drlgfd JDJ 
fJorr Deborah 270 
fJorronco, Gregory 262. 342 
fJorrerr Amanda JD5 
Dorrerr Terry 340 
fJorron. K1men .no 
Darrow Julie 250. 287 
Darry. John 3J6 
Darrel. Gory 211 
fJorrho/omew Tracie 329 
fJorrlerr. Greg 211 
Oorron. Chris J44 
fJorron Gloria 250 
Oorz Kemln 250. J06 
fJoskin Holly L 211 
Oosro .Susan 212. JfJ 
Oosroroche Suzanne 262 
Dosrek. fJob J 11 
Doremon. Mary 270 
Ooremon. Ty 250 
Dares, lenni 262 J45 
Oores. Jennifet J27 
Dares. Steve 141 
Bores William 340 
Ooucom. Usa 250. 3 11 
Douer, Judy 307 
fJouer, Paul J44 
fJougher, Jim 250 
Doughman. Kimberly 174, 212 
Doxrer. loner J04 
Doxrer. Rob 29J, JJ8 
Ooxrer Scorr 141 
(Joys, Will/om 250 
(Joz.zorre. Julio 212. 290. 328 
Deamer, Monico 270, JD5 
Deomer, Sora JJJ 
fJeosley, Usa 250 
Oeorry, Amy 294 
Deoudoin. Vo/erre 212 
Oeoumont. Oertlno 212 
fJeoumonr. Tlno 282 
Decker. Debbie 250, J09 
Decker, Gregory T 212 
fJecker, Louto J04. 327 
fJecker, Renee JOJ 
Deckert, Ktmbetley 212 
Oeemon, Jeff 295. 344 
fJehnke. Marlo J27 
fJelcher. Chnsropher 3J8 
Deicher, Dwlghr 212 
Dell. Dorboro 250 
Dell, Leanne 270 
Dell, Roberr 250 
De/lion. Suzanne 326 
Dellisan. Lynn 250 
fJenceric. Teresa 296 
fJendc. Drfon 29J 
Oender, Jean 212, 287 
Dender. Sreve JJ8 
Dender, Susan 262 
fJenen. Sandie 293. 327, JJ7 
fJengermino. leonine 297 
Dengerm/no, JeonnlneM 212 
Denham. Greg 285 
Dennerr. Angelo 184.212. 3JJ 
fJennerr. Carol f 212 
fJennerr. Lisa 250 
Densenhouer, Llso 285 
Oensenhover, Llso 262 
Denson. Pam 212 
fJentivegno, Lisa 309 
CJenron. De/Indo 311 
Benzinger. Douglas 212 
Oergert, Gwynne J27 
Bergren, Pamela 212, 286 
Derkowitz. JUlie 329 
Oetlln. Elizabeth 262 
Derry Richard W 212 
Derry, Robert 285. 288 
Derry, Srocy 212 
fJerrymon, Wendy 270. JD1 
fJerenbough, Ann JJ3 
Oerheo. Shown 342 
Deuhon. Greg J42 
0/onchlnl, Corio 141 
fJieberboch, Lee Ann JJO 
fJigger. Jomes 250 
fJlgger. Jim 285 
fJlggs. Sandy 252 
Olkowski, Chety/250 
fJI/broy, C!ndy327 
fJI/broy, Porrlcio 329 
Dilello, Tom 321 
fJ/Ifunos, Julie 262 
fJ/1/er, Julie 212, 309 
fJ/1/ings/ey, Dorboro 250 
0111/ngsly, Lance JJ6 
0/nder. Doug J 14 
fJ/scordo, Jordon J40 
fJishop, Gregory 251 288 
0/shop. Kim :JJO 
fJisson, Krlsrlno 326. 341 
Olockburn. Llso 251, J09 
fJiockstock, Sreven 297 
fJ/ocksrock. Tomaro 212 
fJ/ockwe/1. Deborah 251 
fJ/olr. Christopher J46 
Dlolr. KorhyJJ3 
fJioke. Korherlne P 212 
fJ/oke. Kathy J 15 
fJ/onkensh/p, Jomle 187. 212, 3:J2 
Dlonkenship. Robert 172. 262 
0/onks. Mike :J40 
Olasburg, Tom 293 
Dlouvelr Jon 18J 
fJioylock. Caroline 262 
Dloze Jerold 285 
Dloze Jetrry JJ8 
0/esslng. Nancy 262 
fJ/ock. Chris 18J 
0/ock. Teren 251 
Dloom. More JJ4 
0/ounr Dovld 212 
0/yrhe Dlno 262 
Doord, Curt J44 
Dob Melvin. Jr J40 
Doche. Go/1 288 
Boecker Lori 284 
Ooehm. Michoel213 
Ooelte Katherine 270 
Oo/ond. John 346 
Doland, Porriclo 21J 
Do/ding, William JJ8 
Oolln, Alex 21J 
Oolron. Steven J44 
Oond. Edward 18J 
Oond. James JJ4 
Oonnofe. Katherine 251 
Donner. CHarles JJ8 
Oonney. Chrfsropher 21J 
Dono, Charles J40 
Dorchordr. Kerr/ 333 
Dordo, Guy J46 
Dorillo. Debro 251 
Oorrlllo, Debbie 292. 328 
Oosse. Renee 262 
Dossmon. Dorc/262, J01 
Doswell. Dorboro 213 
Dotforff. Terri 213. J04 
Oouchelion, Oryon J1J 
Douzok/s. A/chord 18J 
fJovo. Missy 174 
Dovo, Sue 21J. 293 
Dowonko. Leoh 270 
Dowen. Orenda 213 
Dowen. Donny 262 
Dowen, Mork 270 
Dower, Jim 29J, JJ8 
Dowers, Arlene 270 
Dowers, Korhy 251. 286 
Dowles. Riro 251 
Dowling. Lauro J04 
Dowmon. DovTd 21J 
Dowmon. Scorr J21 
Dowmon. Suzanne 262 
Oowmon, Will/om JJ4 
Dowser. Jennifer 262 
Oowyer. Dennis 262 
Dowyer, Jeff 18J 
Dowyer. Jeffret 251 
Dox, Dorry 21J 
Doxley, Sed JJ8 
Doyer. Angelo 21J, JJ2 
Doyle, Corherlne 285 
Drocey, Susan 270 
Orockmon, Jon 179, 251 
Orockmon. Jonet 326 
Drockmon, Will/om 177 
Orodbury, Elizabeth E 213 
Drodecomp, Mlchoel J40 
Orodley, Stephanie JJO 
Orody, Sheila 262. JD4 
Drogg, Corio 251 
Oroithwoire. Suson 21J 
Dralle y, Rich 29J 
Oro/ley. Richard A/on 213 
Dronch. Renee 251 
Oronch, Tracy JDS 
Dronch. W Todd 262 
Orand, Thom 167 
Dronhom, Kelly 270 
Oronhom, Srephonie JJ2 
Dronnet. Kathy 262 
Oronscom, P.ochoe/ 270 
Orourlgom, Drod JJ8 
Oreosr. Deren 262 
Oreoux. llonique 25 f 
Oreckenridge, Gwynn 29J 
Oredthouer Julfe 262 
Oreedlng. Liz 180. J1J 
Oreed/ng. Mory 213. J09 
Oreedlove. Lomonr 141 
Dreen, Susan 21J 
Drenkus. Mory 270 
Drenr. Eric 164 
Orenvenue. Koren J29 
Oresee. fllchle 141 
OrerschneTder. Elizabeth 251, J29 
Drewingron. Cynthlo J 21J 
Drewn, Don JJ6 
Orey Porrldo 213 
Or/ce. Dob 141 
Orick. Christine 251 
Drlcken. Todd 251 
Orldgeforrh. Jomes Scort 21J 
Oridges. Michael 251 
Driggs. Richard 270 
Drlghton. Louro 29J 
Drlghtsen Louro 29J. JJ2 
Or/ghrwe/1 W/11/om J 19 
Drlllhort. Sandy 21J 
Omr. Allison 21J 
Orm Annerte 213 
Orlrt Orton 2 1J 
Oriz.zoloro Morey M 214 
Drooddus. Steve J47 
Oroodwoy Chtp 285 
Orocoro. Theresa JJJ 
Drock Stephen JJ4 
Orock Steve J08 
Orockelmon Felicia 3 15 
Orockwell, Penny 262 
fJrogon. Jeff 292 
Orooker, Cynrhro J45 
Orooklng, Phillip 286 
Drookmon, More 214 
fJrooks, Alenio 3 15 
Orooks, Connie 262 
fJrooks. Oovld 141 
fJrooks, Down 26J 
Drooks. Devon 26J 
Orooks, Jonlce 180 
Drooks, Jim J47 
fJrooks, Soroh J28 
Orosgol Donn1e 26J 
Orosius. Debotoh 251, 345 
Oroughton. Sondy 1 71 
Oroughton. Stuorr 270 
fJroulllerre. Thomas 340 
Orow, Terri 3 11 
Drown, Al141 
Drown. Allison 187. JJ2 
Drown. Ann D 214 
Drown, Dersy 214 
Drown, Drod 141 
Drown, Cindy 326 
fJrown. Dono 26J 
Drown. Delio 214 
01own, Felecio JD5 
Drown. Fellclo J16 
Drown. James JD1 
Drown. Koren 329 
Drown Keith 141 
Drown. Lawrence 141 
Drown, Undo M 214 
Drown. Usa 270 
Drown. Poui26J. 317 
Drown, lleglnold 251. 286. JD5, 317 
Drown, Robert JJ4 
Drown, Scorr 214. J06 
Drown, Thomas Michael 26J 
Drown. Tim J09 
Drown. Vondello 293 
fJroyles. Oeth 290 
fJroz. Donna 270 
Dtubocher. L/so 270 
Oruboker, fJeth 179. 270 
Druboker, John 214 
fJruboker, L/so J 15 
fJrumffeld. Kellye 251 
Orunerre, Todd J42 
Drungord, Todd 251, J09 
Drungord. Trod 251 
Brunner. Mary P.uth 214 
Oruns. Christy 251, 327 
Dryon. Me/Indo 26J 
fJryon. Sharon JJ5 
(Jryons. Marshall 214 
Dryont, Dorry JJ8 
Oryonr Karyn JJ2 
fJryonr. Katherine J 214 
Oryonr. Lisa 251, 287 
Oryonr, Melvin 251, 285 
fJuchonon. Andrea 251. JJJ 
Duck. loner 214 
Oudd, Dione 171 
Dudd, Donna 171 
fJuffkln, Douglas A 214 
fJugbee. James J46 
Dugbee. Jim 27 
Duhite, Julie 214. 313 
Dullock. Dyron 317 
fJunch, Usa 214, JJ1 
Ounneii. AIJJ8 
Dunrlng. Chrlsime 2b:J 
Ouongforno. Renee 179 
Ourch, Michelle 270 
Ourchord, Mike 141 
Durden, Holly 251 
fJurge, Katherine 26J 
fJurgess. Don J04 
fJurgess. Donald 214 
Durgert, Eric 346 
fJurke. Jeff 214 
Ourke. Kathleen 214 
Durker Adam 141 
Dvrker. Adam 214 
Ourkerr Debra 26J 
Ourkholder. Tom JD1 312 
Durkltr. Mike JJ8 
Oumer. Debbie 252 
Ournerr Chris JJ9 
Oumert. Shery/270 
Ournerre. Dono 270 
Dums. Colleen 174 
fJvrr. Jon 2b:J. 295 
fJurroughs. Glendo 214. 315 
fJurrows. Denise 2b:J. JOJ 
Duss. J/11252 
Ousromonre. Solly 252 
Dutcher. G Wt/1/om 342 
OuthelezJ, Nslmb/284 
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Dur/er DoleS 214 
Duller Elorne 214 J1 1 
Dutter Enl. JJ8 
Dutter Steven 340 
Durrerworrh. Mrchorl 270 
Durrerworrh. Thomos 214 
Durrler Pomce J 16 
Dyers Sreve J07 
Dyers. Sreven 214 
Dyrd CurtiS 26J 
Dyrd. Deveno 214 319 
Dyrd Donna 174 
Dyrd. Sytwo 252. J05 
Dyrne Shannon JJ8 
Dyrnes Pomc1o J29 
Dyrnes Porry 215 
Dyrum. Susan 328 
Cocaopogho (lso 252 
Coceipogho. Liso 329 
Codwolloder LISOM 21.5 
Codwol1oder Mor•e 26J JOt 
Coh1ll Mone 296 
Comet//. Ano J3J 
Calabro. Mike JJ8 
ColbecK. Undo 21.5. 297 
Coldwell. David J21 J46 
Coldwell Korhenne 270 
Cotendme. Aurh 294 
Calhoun. Ondy 329 
Collohon. Michael tn 
Collawoy Shown J44 
Col/endet TobyJ04 
Col/eo. David 141 
Colleran. Morgorer 2.52 
Collis. Porrlck M 21.5 
Col/Is. Ayon215. J47 
Cameron. Doug 26J 
Commok. Leslie 326 
Campbell Corol215 
Campbell Cmdy 21.5. J1.S 
Campbell Elaine J4J 
Campbell. Joy 29.5 
Campbell. Joonno 215 
Campbell Kim 26J 
Campbell Melissa 26J 
Campbell Noncy 28.5. 286 
Campbell Rebecca JJO 
Campbell ValeriO 21.5 
Conan. Timothy 285. 288 
Cone/los. Chnsropher J42 
Connon Ehzobeth J29 
Connon. Kelly 141 
• Connon. L1so J05 
Contet. Josh JJ8 
Copps. AobmS 215 
Cord Chris 48 
Cord ChrisropherS 215 
Corey. Pomelo J 18 
Corey. Thomos J44 
Corhorr. Andrea D 215 
Coricofe. Caroline A 215 
Carlile. Keith 26J 
Carlisle. Ke1th JJ8 
Cornahon. Holly 292 
Coro/011. Groce D 215 
Carpenter. Kim J04 
Corpenrer. Uso 26J 
Carper Tolley 215. J13 
Corp1n. Carrer 215 
Carroll. Chrisline 215 
Corson. Led 177 
Carr. Chonrol C 215 
Carre. Koren 215 
Carrer. David 26J 
Carrer. Frances 326 
Caner. Jam.e 215. J3J 
Caner. Kevin 215 
Correr. Lee J42 
Correr Lee 215 
Correr Sondra D 215 
Caner. Sl.lson 26J. 290 
Ccry. John 252 
Cascio. Anthony 215 
Cosey. Ange 263 
Cosh. Aliso 252. 327 
Caswell. LISO 179. 26J 
Carrel. lJetsy 270 
Covonogll.Pout1n 
Cavonaugh. Steven J40 
Chomberloin. DonnoM 215 
Chamberlain. Matthew J44 
Chomberhn Morr 292 
Chambers Cothy 215 
Chompoo Aenee 26J 
Chandler lJiou<JJ 1 
Chondter Troy A Ja:l 
Chaney Drerr 216. 29.5 
Chapman Srocy J05 
Chapple Jenn•fer 328 
Chorkoucfron. Jenn.fer 263 
Chomock Mork 282 
Chavez. Morhew 216 
Cheeks. John 183 
Che1k1s Don J21 JJ8 
Chesrnur Doug J44 
Childs. Marlene J28 
Chimento. Goyle 252 
Cnoe. )In Sun 252 
Cho1 Chunghee 263 
Cho1. Chung Hee J04 
Chrunon. Apr/1252 
Cnrtsrton. Derh 263 
Cnrisuon Oob 141 
Chrury Ann V 216 
Christy Anne 293 
Chudobo. Anne 216 294 
Chung Onono 270 
Churchtn. Cindy 270 
Clonno. Mork 216 
Clco/e Raymond E 216 
C/o1r Aob1n Sr 244 
Clark Deth 187 
Clark Coleen J04 
Clark LISO 216. 29J 
Oork. Aoberr 285 
Clork. Shown Ann 295 
Clorterbuck. Drendo 2.52 
Claude Lyrrece J05 
Clayborne. Dono J 18 
Cloyron Dov1d 183 
Cloyron Donno J16 
Clayton Kevm 292 J 12 
C/oyron Mory 252 
Cloyron Anondo 252 JJ2. JJ9 
Cloyron. Trocy311 
Clem. Susanne 252 
Clements Curr 216 292 
Clements. Kim 252 
Clements. Snerri J07 
Clements. William J42 
Clemons Lowell 252 
Clift Jul/eue 252 
Cline Mondy 179 
Cloninger Jul1e 252 
Clore Kelly 216 
Clowe Oliver J46 
Clubem.J.S Korhleen 263 
Cluff M1ke 252 290 
Coakley Sherry L 216 
Coorrney Jomo 270. 29.5 
Coores. Chns J40 
Cobb Amy 252 J06 
Cobb Ann 216 
Cobbs \Vondo 26J. J05 
Coburn. Soroh 216 
Cochran. Mory Anne 180 
Cochran. Maryanne 26J 
Cockrell Glenn J04 
Cocouo. M1choel V 216 
Coffey Elrzabeth 270 
Coffey JodfJ21 JJ8 
Coffey John A 216 
Cohen. Ch1p J42 
Cohn Sherrl A 187. 216 
Colandene Chris J40 
Colberr. Dono 216 
Colby. AliSOn 282 
Cole. Aoron 270 
Cole DonJ44 
Cole Deonno 216. 287 
Cole. Srephonle 26J. 278 
Coleman. Oorboro 216 
Coleman Darren 216. JJ8 
Coleman. Dorryl J16 
• 
Coleman. Jomes26J. JO.S. J16. 317 
Coleman. loner 2.52 
Coleman. \Vondo 216. J05. J16 
Col1gnon. MIChele 2.52 
Coll.er. Mou1een J29 
Colltngwood ChliS 4 
Colltns lJersy 252 J29. JJ5 
Collms Debb.e 263 
Collins Gory 3J8 
Colllfls. George 141 
Colltns lone 217 
Colhns. Kevin 217 
ColllflS Mory Korhenne 217 
Coludo Annere 2.52 
Colvclo. Annerre J f 1 
Colvlfl. Greg 14 f 
Colvin. Koren JJO 
Comer Mollhew J07 
Comelford. Jomes JJ4 
Comelford. Koren 26J. J07 
Comes. Dnon 26J 
Compron Aad J42 
Cone Do1e 217 
Canis Condoce 217. :J27. JJ7 
Connelly. John 270 
Cooner, Snoron 252 
Connerron. Mory 252 
Coonnoch•e. Drons Moe J04 
Connor, Sharon JOt 
Conrad. Anne 2 f 7 320 
Conrad, Jul1e 217, JJ.S 
Conrad, Aodney JJ8 
Conroy, Kelly JJ7 
Conre. Carolyn JJ1 JJ9 
Conre. Dono Theresa 217 
Conway Dorothy 329 
Conway Thomos V217 
Conway Tom 311 
Cook. Decky 252 
Cook. Chery/26J 
Cook Dorcus .311 
Cook. L1so 187 J15 
Cook Robert J46 
Cook. Sharon 217 3 13 
Cook. Suzre 345 
Cooper Amy 263 
Cooper Denue 252 
Cooper [IlSSa 310 
Coordrl'loror lJible Study 299 
Cope. Andrea J28 
Cope, loner J01 
Copeland. Whrtney 252 
Corbert Do"e JJ8 
Co1b1n. Lynne 26J 
Cordell Sobrenno 217. J 16 
Cordero. AleJOndro J44 
C01dero Alex 321 
Cordovono Mone 217. 296 
Cornrcella. Richord J46 
Cornwell. Chr1St1e 270 
Cornwell M Steven 217 
C01pemng ShorOfl 327 
Corr Thomos 217 
Correll Mory 252. J11 
CorSI. Suson 270 
Co1son Archord217 
Cosgrove L•JO 26J 295 
Cosrello. Mor y Oo•re 2 1 7 
Corrie Sus1e 217 292 
Cover. Aondoll271 
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JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY - SPREAD THE 
WORDII/ We 're o/1 so proud of this school ond oil it 
hos to offer, ond we' ve tried to convey that pride 
in this publication. Not only in the tradition and 
growth, but the creativity, the color, ond the 
vibrancy of the institution ond the people who go 
to school here. We think this book reflects o/1 of 
these things. Hopefully, somewhere In this publica-
tion, you 've picked up thot feeling . 
I've hod the honor of serving os editor for two yeors 
now, ond hove watched books develop ond peo-
ple develop. I didn 't do it olone, though. There ore 
severo/ people who deserve recognition for their 
efforts. 
First, I hove to thonk my family, especlolly my 
mom, for o/1 the encouragement ond support I've 
gotten ever since I con remember. I wont to thonk 
Lelio ond George for taking me to dinner, hovlng 
patience, letting me col/ ot odd hours of the night 
(morning), ond offering creative input. You 're both 
greot/ 
I 
Special thanks goes to the whole Bluestone stoff-
m very proud of the book we produced and o/1 of 
ord work thot was put into it. 
for staying up o/1 night to help w ith 
lifting o/1 the heovy stuff, and for be-
d. 
so organized ond for to/king 
thanks for 
ond print deadlines/ 
To the whole stoff-thonks 
yeors of my life - the rrt,., 
well outweigh o/1 the orc)Oie 
And, Toy/or's 
AWESOM 
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The 1986 Bluestone, volume 78, was published by Taylor 
Publishing Company of Do/los, Texas. Sixty-three hundred 
copies were printed, nine by twelve inches. 80 lb. \Vestvoco 
Sterling Litho II double coated enamel paper and Sinclair· 
Volentine worm block ex tended lithograph ink were used 
throughout the book. The cover is on original staff design In 
collaboration with George Olson of Taylor Publishing. The 
cover is o 4-color lithograph cover with o Mylar /om/noted 
coating. The two-design endsheets ore 4-co/or and were 
designed by the editor. Process color is used on all spot color 
and 4-color pages. All headlines were set by Taylor 
Publishing using various type styles and sizes. All text entry 
was computerized - submitted on software from on IBM 
personal computer. 
Questions and comments may be addressed to Editor, P. 0 . 
Box M-27, J.M.U., Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
w 
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